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PREFACE
-7

Michigan community and junior colleges, in cooperation with the Michigan

Department' of Educltibn, Community College Services Unit, have been involved in

the development of a comprehensive, systematic means to evaluate occupational

'instruction. The resulting system is th(L Michigan Community College Occupa-

tional EducationEvaluation System (M-CCOEES). It has been de-signed to meet

the requirements of the 1976 Federal Vocational Education amendments as outlined"

in Public Law 94=482. M-CCOEES, however, was not developed merely as a reaction

to federal requirements. The need for evaluation has been endorsed in the State

Plan for Vocational Education in Michigan and by the Michigan Occupational,Deans

Administrative Council (MODAC).

M-CCOEES includes four components: Michigan Student Information Syst,mc

,41SIS), the student floW model; Program Review in Occupational Education

(PROE), program self- study; Activities Classification Structure (ACS); finan-

cial analysis; and Michigan Analysis Network and General Evaluation Report

(MANAGER), the man:"..gement plan model. By using -11 components of M=CCOEES, a

college is able to look comprehensively at a program and identify strengths and

weaknesses as well the means for dealing with them.

Program Review ExtenSion Procedures (PREP) are not a component of M-CCOEES

but rather a companion model to the concept of evaluating occupational programs

and general education. One component of PREP; General 'Education Requirements

in Occupational Programs; supplements the M-CCOEES information regarding occu-



pational programs; The other two PREP components Community Service and

Continuing Education; Arts and Science or Transfer Courses and Programs

enable community colleges to gather evaluative information about non occupa-

tional education activities.

Both MiSIS and ACS can provide information regarding non-occupational

courses and programs. Community colleges which elect to use the PREP model may

benefit by accessing MiSIS and ACS (and PROE in conjunction with Section 1 of

PREP) data to form a broad, comprehensive array of information relating to pro-

grams, courses and activities.

PREP is designed primarily to gather perceptual information from targeted

populations associated with non-occupational instruction. Implementation of

PREP will begin in the fall of 1981 at a variety of Michigan community colleges.

Kalamazoo Valley Community College staff will be available as resources to pro-

vide assistance to community colleges desiring to implement all or part of PREP.

There are no federal or state reporting requirements associated with PREP;

therefore; its use and modification are entirely dependent upon local evaluation

creeds: We invite your comments and suggestions for improvement and appreciate

your support for quality education in Michigan community colleges.



INTRODUCTION

What is PREP?

Program Review Extension Procedures (PREP) are a flexible set of procedures

and questionnaires designed for use by Michigan community colleges. PREP ad-

dresses the evaluation of three non-occupational instructional areas found in

Michigan community colleges:

-General Education Requirements in Occupational Programs

This topic, addressed in Section I of the PREP Manual,
was included as a logical extension of the Program
Review in Occupational Education (PROE) system.

I

Many Michigan community colleges are increasing their
instructional offerings in these areas. PREP provides
tools for obtaining evaluative input from the diverse
students and clients served through continuing educa-
tion and 'community service activities (Section II).

Arts and Science or Transfer, Programs and Courses

PREP includes,-as Section III, procedures and instru-
ments to assist Michigan community colleges who con;
duct self-studies of instructional programs, leading to
an Associate of Arts or Associate of Science degree,
or the courses and disciplines commonly associated
with such programs.

The chart on the following page depicts these components and their asso-

ciated data collection activities.

These three topical sections may be used independently or in conjunction

with each other. As much «s possible, the three sections are presented as

"stand alone" materials which, when used in combination with the Data Analysis

Section, do not require referencing to the other topical sections.

PREP was not developed as an extension of the PROE system; it is, rather, a

companion ,Jdel: with several unique differences. First, PREP addresses only

1
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non-occupational instruction whfle ROE addresses only occupational instruction.

This difference in subject matter' led to_an increased emphasis on disciplines,

courses and instructional activities rather than an overall program emphasis.

Secondly, PROE was deyeloped to assist Michigan community colleges in

meeting State and Federal, occupational evaluation and reporting requirements.

Again, these requirements-are program based. PREP was deve'oped to be used as a

self=ttUdy tool fOr thoSe irititutions which desire to do so -- governmental

requirements, were not a factor in its development; For this reason the reader

. will find that a number of options are discussed throughout this manual and

users are encouraged to'adapt and reviga bett meet their unique needs.

Why Use PREP?

Program Review Extension Procedures do extend the evaluative tools availl%

able to Michigan community colleges: those tools now.include the programs,

courses, and other instructional activities broadly defined as non-occupational

in nature; PREP is "activity based " -in a manner similar to the Activities

Classification Structure (ACS). Data may be collected at. the most fundaMental-

unit of instruction, and then. aggregated to reflect larger units of analysis

such as disciplines and programs.

PREP can extend the decision-related information base. of community colleges

and increase the _value of other-inforMation and data already being collected and

reviewed through such systems as ACS, PROE, and the Michigan Student Inform'ation

System (MiSIS). As with PROE, PREP provides essentially perceptual information

of qualitative nature. Michigan community colleges can use this type of

infOrMation in conjunction with the more quantitative data gathered through ACS

and MiSIS in order to obtain a decision-making database.



As a short example of how this can work,- let us .assume that a community

coll,Ige has chosen to implement the Arts and Science or Transfer Programs sec-

tion of PREP. If ACS and. MiSIS are also in place, the college will be able to

compile the following kinds of information about, for exampl; the social

science area:

CENTRAL COMMUNITY tOLLEGE EVALUATION. DATA BASE

Social Science Department

ACS_DatData

I. Expense Measures. -

a: compensdtion--salaries
b. compenSation--fringe

benefits
C. operating expenses
d. capital expenditures

MiSIS Data -- Liberal Arts Majors

1. Student Educational Intent
a. number indicating d

liberal arts major
number intending to transfer

c. demographic information
d. special needs
e. plans for future attendance

2. ActiVities Measures =

a. courses delivered
b. sections delivered
,. course credit hours
d. student credit hours
e. undupli-cated. headcount
f. duplicated_headcount
g. course_cOntact_hOurs
h. student contact Mdurs
i. independent study

student clock hours
j. co-op student clock hours
kl full-.time faculty FTE

parf-time faculty FTE
m: overload facultyFTE
n. instructional assistant FIE
o. contractual instruction. FTE

Non-Returning and Graduate Students
a. demOgraphic information
b. current educational and

employment status
c. reason for not returning

(non-retch rning students
only) . .

d. ratings of instruction
-e. ratings of services
f. employment information-
g. transfer informatibn



PREP Data

1. Current Students
a. student demographics
b. educational level

time/day preference
d. course evaluation highlights
e. course evaluation highlights

aggregated by discipline

2r"Faculty/Professional Staff
a. goals and objectives

evaluation highlights
b. processes evaluation

highlights
c. resources evaluation

highlights
d. major strengths and needs

3. Additional Data Sources
a. .niimber of transfers to four-year

i-rirstitutions

b. listing of transfer institutions
c. follow-up information on transfer student

performance
d. articulation agreements and needs

PREP can be used, then, as a tool for the collection and reporting of

self-study information which supplements and clarifies information from other

sources within the college. When PREP is used in conjunction with these other

sources, a fairly broad data base for decision-making needs can be provided to

the decision maker.

Huss is PREP Implemented?

Each community college which implements one or more sections of PREP should

carefully consider the optimal approach for its implementation. The approach of

any particular college might vary depending upon which section is being imple-

merited. For example, if Section I General. Education Requirements in Occupa-

tional-aucation is used, the person responsible for PROE implementation would

likely be responsible for PREP Section I. The PROE Handbook includes a set of

procedures to follow when implementing PROE. If these procedures are followed,

they should be used for the PREP process as well.



The PROE procedures may also be a useful guideline when initiating a

self-study of Arts and Science .or Transfer Pragramsard Courses, or one of,

a _mg moin m

Consider the following needs when determining the best method for imple-

menting PREP at your institution:,

1. Responsibilities: What administrator should logically have overall
responsibility for the self-study? Are other Staff memberS better
able to carry out specific responsibilities, such as data collection
and analysis? Who is responsible for disseminating results of the
review? Who is expected to use the results for decision making?

2. Communications_: How will participants be informed of the study and
the need for their .cooperation? Does the diversity of units involved
make a committee approach practical and effective? How will results
be integrated with other evaluative information? Who should sign
cover letters and-memoranda?

3. Follow-up: What is the best mechanism for sharing results of the
study? Have provisions been made for follow-up with survey respon-
dents who have questions or suggestions? Is there a method to obtain
evaluative information about the self-study process, and to take
corrective measures for any future implementation of PREP?

Michigan community colleges have experienced, through PROE or similar

program review techniques and through accreditation self-studies, a variety of

methods for implemnting evaluation activities. Implementation and management

of a PREP self -study in an effective and efficient manner should take into

consideration the experiences and management styles of each community college.

Points for. the PREP Implementer

The data collection procedures discussed in this Manual are directed toward

administrators who might not be familiar with survey research techniques or for

their staff who are assigned responsibilities in regard to PREP. If the user

desires information in such' areas as sampling techniques, definition of the

population, or analysis of the data in addition to that presented in this Manual,

one could consider involving a faculty member familiar with survey methods

and/or statistics.
.14
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The PREP implementer should read SECTION IV: DATA ANALYSIS before any

questionnaires are printed. Information included in that section may lead to

changes on the questionnaires such as computer data entry codes, color coding,

and so forth. Review of Section IV is an essential step in the planning phase.

Because PREP was designed for maximum flexibility aL each Michigan com-

munity colleae, the individual colleges must make decisions in the following

areas: -

1. Extent of the Review

The different surveys which correspond to each of the target populations
may Lie used individually or in combination with each other. The three
topics included in PREP procedures and instrumentation may also be used
individually OT in combination. Each community college must decide which
section(s) of PREP and which questionnaires will produce the information it
needs. cf

2. Subject for Review

An evaluation effort may be targeted toward one course or activity, a

defined set of courses or activities, or a broad area such as all community
service activities. Since Section I is designed to Complement RROE, the
college should use PREP to review the same areas undergoing a PROE review.
For Sections II and III, there are no constraints on the possible breadth
of coverage.

3. Method of Data Collection

Surveys may either be mailed or distributed within the College. Alter-
native data collection methods and procedures are discussed within each
Section. The subject for review will influence the target populations and
the best method for obtaining their responses.

4_ Alterations in the Questionnaires

PREP questionnaires may be altered to meet specific institutional needs.
Printing masters of the questionnaires were distributed along with the PREP
Manual. Each questionnaire which will be used should be reviewed prior to
printing, and any needed additions, changes,,or deletions made.

5. Time. Frame for Review

Each PREP component may be implemented at such times as best meet the needs
of the college. For 'example, Section I would logically follow the same
implementation schedule as the -required occupational program reviews.
Section II could be implemented annually, as part of anipn-going evaluation
system. Section III could be part of an institution-wide self-study.



SECTION I: GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS IN OCCURATIONAL PROGRAMS

This first section of PREP is desigried for the examination of general

education requirements in occupational programs. While Program Review in

Occupational Education (PROE) assesses factors regarding occupational

program specialty courses, it does not investigate the general education

courses which are requisite parts of those programs. This first segment of

PREP, therefore, is viewed as a supplement to the existing PROE model.

There are three components of this section of PREP. All three of

these are designed to gather information from different target group popu-'

lations for occupational programs. The three components are:

1. STUDENTS: The first component is designed to gather information from
occupational program students regarding their perceptions of'required
general education courses.

2. OCCUPATIONAL FACULTY: The second component surveys occupational
faculty and gathers information about their perceptions of general
education course requirements and procedures.

3. GENERAL EDUCATION FACULTY: The third part of this section provides
for general education/liberal arts faculty input. The same dimensions
as those for occupational faculty _( general education course require-
ments and procedures as° they relate to occupational programs) are
measured.

11
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The three components of this first PREP section may be utilized either

jointly or separately to evaluate required oneral education courses in occu-

pational programs. r example, an instiition may choose to use the first

survey due to its desire or need to gath-er information from students alone.

Conversely, an overall evaluation of a 05,7ticular occupational program (or set

of programs) may be in process, and hence the institution may decide to use all

three of the instruments in this PREP section. PREP is designed for maximum

flexibility and permits colleges to use any combination of instruments in order

to meet particular institutional needs.

The PROE macual includes procedures for collecting data from occupational

Students and faculty. These should be reviewed prior to implementing any of the

o
PREP surveys in Zection I.

Student ey (GE/S)

StLd2nts enrolled in occupational programs may be surveyed to gather infor-

mation garding their perceptions of the general education courses required for

thei .program. This survey collects data on demographic variables such as age,

sex, educational level attained, and on students' perceptioni of the relevancy
t,

and;quality of such course requirements.

It should bep.noted that this particular student survey is designed to be

employed for both the occupational student evaluations of their required non-
,

,occupational. courses and for non-occupational students (e.g., arts and science

transfer program students) to evaluate their discipline areas. Question five/

(5) of this survey provides for the sorting out of these two different student

groups (see the analysis section:)age 76, for further information).

lob
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This survey may be administered by two different methods:

1. Mailed survey -- The college may decide to distribute the question-
naires by mail. An immediate advantage tc this method _is that the re-
searcher can identify specific students and ensure that only those students
receive the questionnaire. Disadvantages include increased cost, lower re-
turn rates and increased turn-around-time.

If the institution decides to use the mail method, the first step is to
identify questionnaire recipients usually all the students enrolled in
the occupational program being reviewed, who have completed at least 15
credit hours at your institution. Unless the program under review has an
exceptionally large number of students who meet the criteria (perhaps 200
or more), it is generally best to mail questionnaires to the entire popula-
tion rather than to sample. If sampling is in' order (a sample size table
is included in the analysis section), it may be accomplished by several
methods. One is to use a table of random numbers, another to have the
computer Select a random sam09e,_ and a very common method is to select
every Nth student, which is called a systematic random sample. If the
systematic random sampling method is used, and every, third student is

'sampled, be sure to place the numbers one, two and three on slips of paper
and have someone draw the number which will be used to begin tie sampling
process. Then simply count off and use every third name.

The questionnaire is then mailed to the selected students-, along with a
cover letter which explains the purpose and-intended uses of the survey.
In most cases, ,a second, mailing is advisable to increase response rates.

The follow-up mailing may be sent to all students included in the initial
mailing,with the instruction to disregard the second request if they have
already returned a questionnaire. A less _expensive and 'more reliable
method is to code the questionnaires or thel return envelopes prior to the
firSt mailing. As questionnaires are returned, the student addresses which
match the returned code numbers can be eliminated from a second mailing.

Sample cover letters for both the initial and second mailings are included
in this section.

Do not forget to include some form of prepaid envelope, Ydu may pre-stamp
tin return enVelopes, or use a postal permit number (business reply). If

your institution already has a prepaid postal account, usin4 it maybe less .

costly than placing postage -on each return envelope. The prepaid permit
costs _a few cents more.per letter than first class postage, but you pay
only for those questionnaires which are actually returned and only for
those which are deliverable as addressed. The institution might also con-
sider additional incentives to respondents, such as including a pencil with
the college name, a quarter, or some other inducement.

2.- In-class distribution --. This method. of administering the question-

naire also has advantages and disadvantages. Disadvantages include the
necessity of interrupting class time and obtaining faculty cooperation, as
well Is the increased difficulty of ensuring that only those students whom

9
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you wish to complete the questionnaire actually complete 'it (again, see
question 5 for a sorting possibil'ty). Advantages are low cost, fast
turn-aaund-time, and high response rates: A sample set of instructions
for the faculty member to use is included in this section. These should be
modified as- apprppriate and used to obtain a higher degree of consistency
across the selected classes. Note again that questionnaires from students
who are enrolled in non-occupational programs should be sorted out for
analysis puoposes. Or, the instructor may give an oral direction to the
effect that only occupational students should complete a questionnaire.

Provide the instructor with an envelope in which to return the question-
naires. The course name and section number can be labeled on the envelopes
for easy identification later.

You_ will need to determine those courses in the arts and science/general
education disciplines which are required for the occupational program(s)
under review. One method for determining this is to review the college,
catalog, noting those general education requirements for a given program,
or those common to a set of occupational programs. If a large number of
sections are offered of any givem course, you may wishpto_sample rather-es
than distributing questionnaires in all of the sections. The number you
sample will depend upon the total number-of .sections and the number of
students in each section. A sample size chart is provided in the analysis
section. Sections should be selected as randomly as possible. An easy
method is to place the section numbers in a box, and draw out the needed
number of sections. This ensures that every section has an equal chance of
bei r,y chosen.

The cover letter and fotlow-up letter samples are presented with the student

questionnaire, as well as instructions for faculty who may be asked to dist-i-

bute the student questionnaire in the classroom.

14



INSTRUCTIONS FOR IN-CLASS DISTRIBUTION.. OF STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please read the following instructions to your class before handing out the stu-
dent questionnaire. Use either 2a or 2b, as circled.

.,

1. Central Community College is reviewing courses which may be required for
occupational programs, such as this one. We need student input in order to
have a complete picture of strengths and problems.

2a Even though you may not be enrolled in an occupational program; we still
need and want you to fill out a questionnaire.

2b If you are enrolled primarily for transfer purposes, or for personal in-
terests, do not complete a co..?stionnaire. If.ryou are enrolld in a program
which prepares you for immediate employmept, please do fill one out.

3. Be sure to answer each question. You will see spaces for "don't know" and
"not applicable" answers on the second and third page.

4. Feel free to write in any comments or suggestions you have.

5. You will not be identified there is no need to put your name on the
questionnaire.

Distribute questionnaires and pick them up upon completion.



SAMPLE COVER LETTER FOR MAILED STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

(College Letterhead)

We need your help. Central Community College is in the process of reviewing the
Industrial Supervision' Program. Part of the review process includes obtaining
information from students about the general education courses required' in this
program.

PLEASE take a few minutes and complete the enclosed questionnaire. A prepaid
envelope is provided for your reply.

We believe that students are a very important part of the Industrial Supervision
Program review. Your honest answers will help us improve the program.

You will not be individually identified in any report or to any faculty member.

Thank you for your cooperation.

_

Sincerely,

(Dean or P.'esident)

17



SAMPLE FOLLOW-UP LETTER FOR MAILED STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(College Letterhead)

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

About two weeks ago you should have received a copy of the encloSed question -

naire.; We really do need and 'want your input. If you have not already com-
pleted the questionnaire, PLEASE take the time to do so. A prepaid envelope is

provided for,your convenience.

If you have already mailed a questionnaire, please do not fill out this ones

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

(Dean or President)
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GENERAL EDUCATION/ARTS AND SCIENCE
STUDENT SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer each question as accurately as you can Place an "X" in the appropriate
box or write in your answer, where needed. Mail( only one answer for each question!

1. Course*

2. Are you: i Vale 2 Female

3. How-old are you: years

4. Are you:
I American Indian or Alaskan Native
2 Asian or Pacif16 Islander
3 Black, not of Hispanic origin

5. Are you enrolled in this course primarily for
program):

1 Obtaining an Associate of Arts or Associate
of Science (transfer)

Major:

2 Obtaining transfer credits

Major.

Office USO Only

4 Hispanic
5 White, not of Hispanic origin

(check one box and write in your major!

3 Meeting occupational pi-ogram requirements

Occupational program:

4 Other reasons*

6. How many credit hours have you completed at this college:

1 0 None this is my first class
2 1 to 15 credit hours
3 16 to 30 credit hours

4 31 to 45 credit hours
46 to 60 credit hours

6 over GO credit hours

7. Check the highest level of schooling you have completed:

1 Less than high school 5 Four-year college graduate

2 High School graduate 6 Master's degree obtained

3 GED certificate )
7 Ph.D., Ed.D., J.D., M.D., etc:

4 Community college graduate

8. How many classes are you taking this term:
One 2 Two 3 lE1 Three 4 Four 5 0 Five, Six or more

9 The times and days this course is scheduled are:
1 Satisfactory 2 Unsatisfactory I would prefer:

OVER, Oieas6 23

days time

GEIS



.COMPARE THIS COURSE TO: OTHERS
YOU

10.

11.

12.

13.

_

Level of difficulty:

, ..,

New vocabulary

New theories

New math _

Subject matter covered

Amount of work assigned:

Readings (text)

Outside readings (library)

Written assignments

Secial projects

,Course objectives: .

Show you the relationship between
this course and other courses in
your major program

Are focused on by the instructor to
keep you aware of your progress

The prerequisites for this course were

NEXT PAGE, Please

D
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14.

15.

16.

18.

19;

20.

NOTE
CHANGe

The instructor:
Knows the subject mater 4

i...1'.--7-- I

Is available_ta_proAds_help when you need it

Provides instruction so it is interesting

!Provi s instruction so it is understandable

The contribution this coucse makes tozny
understanding of my major/program is

4

The amount.I learned from this course is

The degree to which this course stimu-
lates my interest in this subject matter is/
The degree to which this type of course
helps me underitand the world I live in is

The degree to which this type of course
encourages me to examine my personel
values is

.
,

The degree to which this type of course
leads me into new ways of thinking is

THANK YOU VERY MUCH

COMMENTS

GgiS



Occupational Faculty Survey (.PROE /1)

/ .

As noted in the introduction; this section&f PREP is designed primarily to
Q. ..

C,

supplement Program Review in Occupational .Eddcation ('PROE) proEedures and forms.
...,

PROE contains a survey to be completed by occupational program_ faculty:. PREP

seeks only to suppleme'nt that survey; in the area of general education course.

requirements for particular occupational programs. The following survey con-

sists simply of additional questions which may be attached to the PROE survey
4

. (

(see appendix for complete PROE faculty questionnaire). All procedures for

distribution are the same,as'those for the PROE faculty questionnair; inclUding

the option to complete the questionnaire by consensus or individually. Also,

administrators, counselors, or other staff familiar with the program(s) under

review may be asked to complete a PROE faculty questionnaire.

The additional questions 'Collect, data about faculty perceptions in the
_ -

areas of cdrriculum development, communications and coordination, and sharing of

student performance information.

The set of questions on the next page should be printed andstapledto the

PROE questionnaire:

25



PROE +Michigan Community Colleges NOTE

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
CHANGE

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS COMMENTS
(Please note ex-
planatory remarks or
needs for ImProxe-
ment)

GENERAL
.

EDUCATION AND SUPPORT INSTRUCTION

Are faculty who teach' general education courses re-
quired for this program involved in planning new oc-

,

cupational programs:
,

,,

/ -

Are faculty who teach general education courses re-
quried for this program.involved In the on-going plan-

,:.

,
ningprocess:

,

.

. .
.

Are faculty who teach required general education
courses provided information on:

Performance of students enrolled in your on:5gram _).--

0 Curricular changes
New program emphases _

, .

.
Is performance information regarding your program
students who are enrolled in general education
courses regularly distributed to your program
faculty:

.

,`

.

Do faculty and staff involved in occupational and
non-occupational areas openly share problems and
ideas in areas )f mutual concern:

_

.

...

.



General Education Faculty Survey (GE/F)

Faculty who teach general education courses required for the occupational

program(s) undergoing a PROE review may be surveyed in regard to their percep-

tions of that program(s) and their relationship to it. This third part of the

first section of PRE9 allows general education/liberal arts faculty to be sur-

veyed on such dimensions as the communication and coordination between occupa-

tional and non-occupational faculty, curriculum development, and the integration

of course material -between the occupational program and its general education

requirements.

As with the student survey, the following questionnaire presents an addi-

tional point of data collection and population for extending the PROE system. It

is designed for distribution to faculty or other professional staff such as

those who provide instructional services to occupational students.

Of primary importance as a surveyed population would be those non-occupa-

.

tidnal faculty members who regularly teach courses which are considered general

education requirements in an occupation program. For example, if the Drafting

program is undergoing a PROE review and a geometry course is required for pro-

gram completion, the faculty member(s) who regularly teach that course could be

-asked to complete the PREP questionnaire.

In order to be consistent with PROE procedures, it is suggested that the

same methods as those for the occupational faculty survey be followed with non-

occupational faculty surveys. Hence, faculty members may complete the ques-

tionnaire individually or by consensus.

Another option open to the college is to survey general education faculty

regarding one occupaticnal program, several related programs, or the entire set

of occupational programs. Since general education faculty input is not required

for meeting federal governmental reporting requirements (as are the other PROE

29



survey populations) the college may find it sufficient to conduct the general

education faculty survey every N years across all or the majority of general

education courses. This method would, of course, produce more general informa-

tion, and could potentially be useful in a campus-wide review of the relation-

ship between occupational and non-occupational coursework.

If the information sought is specific to a given occupational program, then

the PREP general-education faculty survey should be conducted at the same time

that PROE surveys are conducted for the occupational program in question. This

approach serves to "round out" the information gatherep through PROE to include

general education components.

The PREP survey for general education faculty-follows, along with a sample

cover letter explaining the process. The cover letter should specifically state

which occupation program(s) are to be included in'the review process.

2
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SAMPLE COVER MEMO TO ACCOMPANY GENERAL EDUCATION FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Interoffice Correspondence

TO: (faculty name)

FROM: (Dean or other appropriate person)
f

DATE:

SUBJECT: Review of General Education Course Requirements

The (name of program or programs) is undergoing an internal review, as
required by State and Federal regulations. Even though we are not
required to obtain input from non-occupational faculty, I believe that

your perceptions are important to contiJer in the total evaluation
process.

You are_ receiving the questionnaire because of your experience with
(name of course(s) which are general education.requirements), a course
which is required for students in this program. Please try to base-

your responses upon your experiences in that course.

Please complete the attached, questionnaire and return it to my office

by

Thank you for your cooperation.

**********'**********************************************************************

NOTE: If a Sufficient number of faculty prefer a concensus evaluation, we sug-

gest that you meet with them and explain that option.

vj
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Wcrugan Community Col Poucha
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review
extension
procedures

GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES
FACULTY SURVEY

This survey is to be used in conjunction with an evaluation of the following occupational
program(s)

Please try to provide answers based on the above program(s) only.

INSTRUCTIONS: The following items measure your perceptions; there are no "right" or
"wrong" answers. Place an "X" in the column which you believe best
describes each item. For your assistance, the ratings should generally
describe:

EXCELLENT: You see this item as ideal; no need for improvement.

GOOD: This IS a strong rating, with only slight need for improve-
ment.

'ACCEPTABLE: You see this item as average; and have definite ideas for
improvement.

BELOW EXPECTATIONS: Thit item Should receive immediate attention.

POOR: This item is seriously inadequate.

Also given is a "Don't Know" space, for those items about which you have insufficient Infor-

mation to form an opinion.

A space for comments or suggestions is given after each itern. Please use it to clarify your

rating or elaborate on a problem or strength.

YOUR DISCIPLINE OR DEPARTMENT:

PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN CONSENSUS EVALUATION, OR INDIVIDUAL RESPONDING:

Name Title

OVER GE1F



1. Clarity of written course objectives for courses in
your department/discipline.

COMMENTS:

2. Appropriateness of written course objectives for
courses in your department/discipline;

COMMENTS:

3. Overall integration of general education course work
with occupational program course work.

ito

COMMENTS:

4. Processes for eqtablishing'general education course
requirements fo new occupational programs.

COMMENTS:
.

5. Processes for reviewing general education course re-
quirements in ongoing occupational programs:

COMMENTS:

NEXT PAGE



NOTE
CHANGE

6. Informal communication and coordination between
occupational program faculty and general education
faculty.

COMMENTS:

7. Formal communication and coordination between
occupational program faculty and general education
faculty.

1 I

COMMENTS:

8. Degree to which occupational program Advisory
Committees are involved with general education
course requirements.

COMMENTS:

9. Degree to which the content of your courses il-
lustrates the relevance of the course to occupational
programs.

----- COMMENTS:

10. Reciprocal information sharing between occupa-
tional and general education faculty about student
progress and problems.

COMMENTS:

OVER GE/F



11. In general, how would you rate occupational student attitudes toward general education'
courses required in this program(s): (Please check most appropriate response)

1 They understand the need for the course work-and are enthused.

2 They do not make a connection with their overall program; but appear to enjoy the courses.

3 They are there only because the courses are required for graduation:

4 E They are openly resentful about the requirements.

5 OTHER

12. In general, how would you rate occupational faculty members' support of general
education required courses: (Please check most appropriate response)

1 They are most supportive and see these courses as an important part of occupational education.

2 While there is no open support, they do see the course work as necessary and relay this attitude to
their students.

3 They have an attitude of benign neglect.

4 They are openly critical of the courses and the need for them.

5 OTHER.

13. What would you identify as the major strength of your discipline/department as it
relates to this occupational program(s):

14. What one suggestion would you make for improving the supportive relationship be-
tween general education and this occupational program(s):

THANK YOU VERY MUCH GE/F



SECTION II: CONTINUING EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

This portion of PREP is designed for use in a self-study of continuing edu-

cation and community service courses or other activities. AS with other PREP

sections, institutions may choose to use one, two or all three parts of this

section. You may also desire to review only continuing education or only,

community service activities.

The perceptions and needs of three groups commonly associated with con-

tinuing education and community service are investigated by using this section

of PREP. These three groups are:

1. STUDENTS: The first component gathers information from students

enrolled_ in continuing education/community service courses or activi=

ties. Topic areas include student characteristics and student per=

ceptions of course quality, convenience, and other topic areas of
interest to them.

2 FACULTY/STAFF: ,Faculty who teach continuing education/community
service courses and activities, as well as thoSe staff members who

administer these areas, may-be surveyed using this initrument. The

questionnaire is focused,'however, toward the part-time faculty com-

monly involved with continuing education and community service.

Information gathered includeS perceptions of support services, ar-
rangements, and additional topic areas of interest.

3 BUSINESSES/AGENCIES: This third component of Section II provides a
method for colleges to gather information from businesses or other
agencies who contract for (or are otherwise directly served by) con-

tinuing education and community service activities. Since these

groups are often as important a clientele as the studentS themselves;,
information regarding their satisfaction and ideas for future services

can be helpful.
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As noted above, the institution may choose to use all or parts of this

section. Data may be gathered from the three target popul-tions in several

ways, as explained in the pages following. Also, the College will want to con-

sider the timing of -data collection and the number of different courses/activi-
(

ties to be 'included in the study. For example, you may choose to distribute

questionnaires to all students, faculty and sponsoring agencies over a semester

of activity, or these groups could be surveyed over alternate semesters to lessen

the amount of time needed at any particular point. Another alternative would be

to distribute the questionnaires for selected courses/activities only, such as

only those offered through community schools, or only those related to public

service employees. These choices are entirely at the disCretion of the

institution and should be made based upon information reeds and intended uses of

the data.

Studenturvez (CE/S)

The survey for those students enrolled in continuing education and commu-

nity service courses and activities includes information regarding a number of

different dimensions. The first part of the questionnaire isdesigned td col,

demographic data on student characteristics such as age, sex, educational

level attained, and reasons for participation. The second' part of this ques-

tionnaire collects data on course/activity preferences regarding days, time and

locations; The last part is devoted to gathering evaluative information about

course content, instruction methods, and support services. The student survey

may be administered by two methods:

1. In-class distribution -- Instructors may be requested to distribute
queStionnaires to students toward the end of the course/activity. This
method is recommended if time alloWs and instructor cooperation is obtained.
It normally results in an increased- number of responses and-is less costly
and time-consuming than a mailed questionnaire. If any sampling is needed

36,



for these types of offerings, it would likely be "purposive" in that par-

ticular activities would be included_ because of the information needs
related to those activities. A sample instruction sheet for the instructor
or other distributor is included in this section.

The student questionnaire includes a space, to identify the course. To

be sure that this is possible, give the instructor an envelope in which
to return the questionnaires which is clearly marked with the name of
the course and section number.

Z.Mail-ed_ survey Depending upon your own needs, a mailed survey.may be
more satisfactory. For example, rather than distributing student ques-
tionnaires throughout the semester or over a,year, it may be considered
more advantageous to conduct a sihglf.: survey at the end of a semester or

year. If this method is chosen, the first step would be 'aidentify those
students. who_ will receive questionnaires. This might be accomplished by
using class lists or participant rosters. When large numbers of students

are included in the population to- be surveyed, the college should'consider
sampling as a cost saving technique. A sample size chart is included in
the analysis section.. A rule of thumb is to expect about ane-third of the
questionnaires mailed out to be returned. If, therefore, there were 4,000
students enrolled over, the time period Of interest, and you wish to obtain

400 responses, questionnaires should be mailed to 1,200 students.

If sampling is in order, a variety of methodS may be employed to draw the

sample. One is to use a table of random'numbers, or the computer may be

able to select a random Sample for you. A very common-and reliable method
is to-select every Nth Student, which -is called a systematic random saMple.

If this method _is uSed,and you need every third student for example, be

sure to place the numbers one, two and three on slips of paper -and have
someone draw out the number which will be used to.begin the sampling,pro-

cess. Then simply count off and use every third name.

Be are to include a cover letter (sample cover letter follows) and a pre-

paid envelope. You may pre-stamp the return envelopes, or use a postal

permit number. If your institution already haS,a prepaid postal_account,
using it may be less costly than placing postage on each return envelope.

The prepaid permit returns cost a few cents morn_ than first class letters,

but you will pay only for thoge questionnaires which are actually returned.

The institution might alSo consider providing incentives for questionnaire
returns, such as including a pencil with the college name, a quarter, or

some other inducement.

A follow-up mailing is advisable to increase return rates. Send the ques-

tionnaires to the non respondents with a second cover letter (see sample,

folloWing). It is sometimes useful to colon. code the firSt and second
mailing's so you can determine the'number oi responses gained by the
additional effort.

The follow-up mailing may be sent to all students included in the initial

mailing, with the instruction to disregard the second request if they have

already returned a questionnaire. A .less expensive and more reliable
method is to code the questionnaires or the return envedopes prior to the

first mailing. As questionnaires are returned, the student addresses
which match _the returned code numbers can be eliminated from a second

mailing.
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The student ques,ionnaire which follows is one of several options open to those

colleges who are also using Michigan Student Information Syste1T (MiSIS) surveys.

There are several questionnaires directed toward continuing education students

in the MiSIS package. The college may wish to review these questionnaires as

well to determine which one best meets its needs. In particular, MiSIS includes

"Continuing Education Preparatory", "Continuing Education Supplemental", and

"Continuing Education Other" surveys.

33
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR IN-CLASS DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please read the following instructions to your class beforp handing ,out these

student questionnaires.

1. Central Community College is interested in your evaluation of (course or
activity). We will use your input to make program improvements and to
Plan future offerings.

2. Pleate complete the questionnaire as completely and honestly_ as you can.
Note that questions 19-21 hive spaces for 'don't know!' and "not applicable"
answers.

3. Feel free to make any additional comments or suggestions you wish. _

4. You will not-be personally identified -= there is no need to put your name
on the questionnaire.

5. Thank you for your help.

Dittribute questionnaires and pick them up upon completion.



SAMPLE COVER LETTER FOR MAILED STUDENT OUESTIONNAIRE

(College Letterhead)

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

We need your help. You were recently enrolled in a course offered through the
Continuing Education Office here at. Central Community Colleg'e. We are asMng
foryour assistance in improving and planning for future courses like the one
you took.

PLEASE take a few minutes and complete the enclosed questionnaire. prepaid

envelope is provided 'for your return;
=,

We believe that students are a valuable source of information as, We evalu-
ate Central Community College services. Your honest answers will be very

helpful.

Nou will not be individually identified, and there is no need to give your name
on the questionnaire.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,-

(President or ean)
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SAMPLE FOLLOW-UP LETTER FOR MAILED STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(College Letterhead)

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

About two- weeks ago you should have received a copy of the enclosed question-
naire. We really do need your help. PLEASE take the time to complete the en-
closed questionnaire. A prepaid envelope is provided for your convenience.

If y .have already returned the questionnaire, please do not fill out this one.

Thank you for yqur time and your answers.

Sincerely,

(President or Dean)
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CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
COMMUNItY SERVICE

STUDENT SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer each cpestion as accurately as you can. Place an "X" in the appropriate
box or write in your answer, where needed. Mark only one answer for each question!

1. Course-or activity: Z Are you: 1 Male 2 Female

3. How old are you: years College Use Only E
4. Are you:

1 American Indian or Alaskan Native 4 Hispanic

2 Asian or Pacific Islander 5 White, not of Hispanic origin

3 Black, not of Hispanic Origin

5. How many credit hours have you completed at this college:

None this is my first class 4 31 to 45 credit hours

2 1 to 15 credit hours 5 46 to 60 credit hours

3 16 to 30 credit hdurs 8 over 60 credit hours

6. Check the highest level of schooling you have completed:

1 Lest than high school
2 High school graduate
3 GED certificate
4 Community college graduate

7. How many classes are you taking this term:
-1 0 one
2 ErTwo
3 01 Three

8; Are you presently employed:
Yes, full time

2 Yes, part-time

s Four-year college graduate
8 Master's degreeobtained
7 Ph.D., Ed.D., J.D., M.D., etc.

4 Four
5 Five
6 Six or more

3 No, but actively seeking employment
4 No; and not presently seeking employment

9. If you are employed (either full or part-time), what is your current occupation:

College Use Only

OVER. CE/S.



10. How did you learn about this court and/or activity:
1 Newspaper
2 College publication
3 Other student
4 0 Friend/relative

5 Radio
6 TV advertisement
7 College personnel

8 Other

11. What was your PRIMARY reason for enrolling in this course and/or activity (check one):
1 Perso lial interest
2 Meet new people
3 0 Meet current job education requirement
4 Preparation for new job

5 Personal desire to improve skills for current job
6 0 Certificate degree
7 Supplement-income

8 Other

12. Do you plan to enroll in a course or activity at our college in the future:
1 Yes 2 No 3 0 Undecided

13. What course or activity would you like to see offered:

14. Preference for location of course or activity:
1 College campus: 5 Church.

2 Downtown area: 6 Hospital.
3 Shopping centers. 7 0 CommunitiCenter:
4 Area school: 6 Other

15. Do you prefer to enroll in classes for a grade?
Yes 2 0 No

16. My preference would be for the course or activity to:
i Be concentrated into one meeting (like a workshop)
2 Be concentrated into two or three meetings
3 Meet twice a week
4 Meet once a week

17. My preference for meeting time (check one):
1 Early morning
2 Late morning
3 Early afternoon

4J

4 Late afternoon
6 Evening

N EXT PAG E



18. My preference on day to meet (cheek one):
1 Monday

2 Tuesday

3 Wednesday

4 Thursday

5 Friday

6 Saturday

7 Sunday

Please place an "X" in the box which matches your rating of
each item. Your comments are welcome!

19. In general, how would you rate this course on the
following items:

Stimulating your interest in subject matter
I I I

Meeting your expectations
Overill_usefulne_s
Clearness of course objectives

COMMENTS:

20. How would you rate the instructor in the following
areas:

Knowiedge_of subject matter
Preparation
Fairness in grading
Communication ability_ (clearness)
Enthusiasm
Interest in student progress .

COMMENTS:

21. How would you rate the following support services/
facilities for this course/activity:

Library facilities
Audio-Visual facilities

.elassmorn_facillties
Counseling and placement services
Registration services
Business office services I I

COMMENTS:

4

THANK YOU VERY MUCH CE/S



Faculty/Staff-Survey (CE/F)

Personnel responsible for instructing or administering continuing education

and community service activities are the target populations for this survey.

While the instrument was designed primarily for completion by faculty, it can

also be easily used to gather formal input from the other professionals associ-

ated with these areas.

The dimensions included in this questionnaire are arranged in three broad

categories. The first category is designed to assess overall arrangements.; such

as facilities, day and time of offeringc, location, and the coordination of the

offeringS internally. The second area provides for input about support services,

such as the library, counseling, registration, and business office services. The

last category gathers information on publicity -- timing, amount, location, and

appropriateness.

The best method of distributing the questionnaires will vary from one

college to another. If the majority of continuing education and community ser-

vice faculty are part-time, it may be best to mail the questionnaires to their

homes. If there is some formal "check-out" procedure at the end of a course or

activity, this could be the easiest point for data collection.

A copy of the questionnaire and sample cover memo follow.



SAMPLE COVER MEMO FOR FACULTY/STAFF SURVEY

Continuing Education/Community Service

CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Interoffice Correspondence

TO: (respondent name)

FROM: (Director or Dean)

SUBJECT: Evaluation of (offerings)

DATE:

CCC has implemented an evaluation of (continuing education/community
service). Attached is a questionnaire for your evaluation of (course/
activi.ty).

Please complete the questionnaire by , and return it to

Your responses are very much appreciated and will'be considered as we
plan future offerings.

Thank you



Michigan Community Coliaga

program
review
extension
procedures

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
COMMUNITY SERVICE

FACULTY.ISTAFF SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer each question as accurately as you can Place an "X" In the
appropriate and write in your responses where appropriate. If you have
not dealt with one of the items, check "NOT APPLICABLE".

1. Course or activity:

2. Name*

Position:

3. - - -- --- - -
Facility

! J / t
Location-

A Tirrie-of course /activity
Day course/activity offered
Coordination_ with continuing ed/community service office

COMMENTS:

4- SUPPORT SERVICES:
Library
Audio-visual
CounSeling

a Registration senzices_
Business office services

COMMENTS:

5PUBLICITY:
Timing of advertising

,

Amount_of_advertining
A Location of advertising IAppropriateness of target_ populations
COMMENT t:

OVER
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6. What course/activity would you like to see offered in thejuture:

7. What would you identify as the major strength of continuing education/community ser-
vice courses and activities:

8; What one suggestion would you make for improving continuing education/community
service courses and activities:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH



Business/AgencySurvey (CE/B)

External organizations frequently request or contract for specialized

instructional services through departments of continuing education or community

service. As clients of the community college, you may be interested in their

perceptions of the services provided.

This survey is essentially concerned with the business's/agency's satis-

faction with the services provided. The questionnaire asks respondents' to,rate

six specific items as well as to provide written comments and suggestions for

additional offerings.

This type of survey often serves as a public relations activity as well as

an evaluation activity. The college will want to present a most professional

image, regardless of the data collection method. As with other surveys in this

section of PREP, each institution will determine the specific audience for data

collection when planning the evaluation. For example, you may be interested

primarily in a review of courses /activities offered fOr local industry or only

in those for which formal contracts were prepared.

There are two forms of data collection appropriate for this target popu-

lation:

1. Mailed survey -- Particularly if the population size is large, a

mailed survey may be the simplest form of data collection. Questionnaires

should be mailed with a personalized cover letter (sample follows) :.,nd

a pre Paid envelope. As with other mailed surveys, a follow-up may be
necessary to increase return rates. The follow-up may consist of a second
questionnaire_ mailing, or, a personal contact (telephone or in person) may
'be more effective.

_few -- The questionnaire for this survey is short

enough to allow an interview to be practical. If time ,and resources per-

mit, the college may find this method more beneficial because indepth
responses may be obtained and requests for additional services can be
responded to immediately. A sample introduction to the interview, which
can be read over the phone by the interviewer, is included in this section.
Interviews may be more effective if a copy of the questionnaire and cover
letter establishing a tentative interview date are mailed in advance.

V
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NOTE: If a personal contact is made either as a follow-up to a mailed
questionnaire or as the data collection method, a regular college employee
who is familiar with programs and services should make the contacts.
Obviously, any information given out in this situation should be accurate,
and any assurances made carried out.

Both the mailed survey and the interview introduction include items which

may be completed by the college prior to data collection, such as the name of

the busine,s/agency, name of the course or activity with which they were asso-

ciated, ano contact person. These items should.be completed prior to mailing or

interviewing.

5
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SAMPLE COVER LETTER FOR BUSINESS/AGENCY SURVEY

(College Letterhead)

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

We would very much appreciate your feedback regarding the (name of course/ac-
tivity) recently offered by Central Community College.

A short queStionnaire is enclosed along with aid return enveloa preppe. Your
candid response to these questions will help us improve services to you and to
others.

Please take a few minutes/to give us your perceptions and suggestions. If you

have any questions, I may be reached at (999) 999-9999.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

(Director or Dean)
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Business/Agency:

Contact Perscin:

Telephone:

SAMPLE ,INTERVIEW INTRODUCTION SHEET
Business/Agency Survey

Course/Activity:

Instructions to interviewer: Ask if this is a good time for the re,Spondent to

answer your questions (tell him /her it will take about 15 minutes). If it is

not a suitable time for them, s'et up an appointment to conduct the interview at

a time which is convenient. I°

Time: Day: _AL
1

-, i

Introduction (does not have to be read verbatim '-- use words you are COmfortable

with; but do try to include the content below): .

My name is

Central Community College
, and I am (title or office association)- at

We periodically evaluate courses and other activities conducted fklocal organ-

izations by CCC. Recently, you were involvoa with (name of- tours:-e/activIty_,

which is one of the offerings we are interested in evaluating.

, .

I haVe II questions for you The first six ask for your rating of I through 5,

where I is poor, and 5 is excellent.

(Read items and obtatn ratingt -- check appropriate boxes and write any perti-

nent comments.

Continue with additional questions- them as given to you and writing as

accurately as you can the interviewee's responses.)

Thank you very much! I hope
I

we can serve `you again.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND COMMUNITY 4ERVICE

BUSINESS/AGENCY SURVEY

:
INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer each_iqueStion as accurately as you can Place an "X" in the

"appropriate box, and write in your responses where applicable.

1. Name of business/agency:

2. Course/Activity.

3.

4.

5;

6.

Row would you rate the course/activity provided by
,

the college:

How well did the course/activity meet your or-
ganization's goals/needs:

,, .

How do you feel your request was handled by the col-
lege. administration: -

in general, the communication betwe n your
organization and the college was:

-

The facilities provided for this course/activity were- :

The advertising for this course/activity was:

. COMMENTS ON 3 THROUGH 8:

OVER CE/B



10. Werethe costs fotilit course /activity:

Low or inexpensive
2 Reasonable

3 Somewhat high
4 Unreasonably high

11. What. type of feedback (if any) have you received from participants regarding this
course/ activity:

What would you identify as the major benefit to your organization from this
course/activity:

13. What one suggestion would you make for improving this type & service:

14. What additional courses/activities would youiike to see offered in the future in order
to meet your organization's or the community's needs:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH-



SECTION III: ARTS AND SCIENCE OR TRANSFER PROGRAMS AND COURSES

Section III Of PREP encompasses non-occupational areas such as transfer
nJ

programs, associate of arts and associate of science programs, and general

education. disciplines. It is anticipated that a complete review of non-

occupational programs will require data collection in addition to that included

here. Various suggestions for the use of existing data and for the collection

of:data through methods other.thanPREP are included in this section.

The questionnaires provided in this section are targeted toward student

and faculty populations. These are reviewed first. The third component for

assessing arts and science/transfer programs and courses is suggestions for

additional data sources. Sectinn III components are:

1. STUDENTS: A questionnaire is provided to gather student perceptions
of their courses and programs. Survey question areas include demo-
graphic characteristics, perceptual information regarding difficuty,

content and quality of courses, and overall contributions to the
student's educational experience.

2. FACULTY: The second questionnaire of this section is designed for
gathering input from faculty who regularly teach gene-al education/
science and arts courses. The survey is structured in a manner
similar to PROE and includes questions on goals and objectives, pro-
cesses, and resources.

3. ADDITIONAL DATA SOURCES: Other sources of information are suggested as
they apply to transfer students, primarily- Possibilities include

existing records at community and four-year colleges, and student

follow-up surveys.,

5u.
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The survey instruments and additional data sources may be used in a number

different ways depending upon the needs of the college. The alternatives

include:

1. Individual _surveys -- The surveys of currently enrolled StudentS,
faculty, or follow-up populations could each be conducted separately.
For example, the college may wish to survey all arts and science
faculty in conjunction with an institutional self-study.

2. Comprehensive evaluation -- A college could use all of the surveys,
additional data sources, and perhaps others as well, to conduct an
overall evaluation of its non-occupational offerings.

3 Single program review -- The surveys and other sources of data may be
applied to specific programs or disciplines rather than the entire
non-occupational area. This appliCation would be quite similar to the
intended use of PROE.

On oin or :ne-_-shnt_apoliratinn The procedures and instruments in
this section of PREP could be structured to provide for an ongoing
evaluation of non-occupational programs and offerings: For example,
the college could decide that each liberal arts discipline would be
evaluated within a five-year cycle. Alternatively, needs might be met
best by utilizing PREP to investigate specific areas of concern at the
time that those concerns arise.

Again, PREP Is not designed so that it dictates what sections; components" of

sections; or data collection methods are used. These decisions are made by each

college so that an evaluation can be structured to meet information needs effec-

tively and efficiently.

Student Survey (GE/S)

Students enrolled in general education or arts and science courses and

programs may be surveyed to gather information concerning course qualityi-,rele-

vance to their major area, and overall contribution to the college learning

experience. Since faculty evaluations are usually conducted on a regular basis

at most institutions, this survey does not emphasize evaluative items about

faculty. Some items may be similar to those on a faculty evaluation form,

however, each college may wish to review this survey and determine the extent

JO
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to which it meets information needs in addition to thoSe met by a faculty

evaluation survey.

Note that the instrument for this student survey is the same as that for

students in Section I, General Education Requirements in Occupational Programs.

As discussed in that section, question five (5) allows the researcher to sort

occupational students from non-occupational students. The analysis section

provides more detailed information (see page 76). This sorting process is

important when questionnaires are distributed in the classroom.

The student survey may be distributed by two methods:

1. Mailed survey -- Mailing questionnaires to students has the advantage
of allowing specific respondent selection. You may identify those students
who have identified themselves as transfer or associate degree-seeking
students. Disadvantages of mailing the questionnaire include cost, in-

creased turn-around-time, and lower response rates.

If your college decides to use the mail method, the first step is to
identify questionnaire recipients. Depending on the focus of your study
and institutional information needs, a number of options for defining the
survey population are available. As noted above, all transfer students who
have completed a specified number of courses or credit hours_could be
selected. Another possibility is to select those students enrolled in a
specific discipline area or even a specific course. A combination of these
two definitions may be most appropriate: for example, if you are reviewing
the social science area; class lists of students enrolled in social science
courses during a given semester could be used as the initial population-,
with those students enrolled in occupational programs eliminated to produce
the final population.

Sampling should be considered as a cost-saving measure; A sample size
chart is included in the analysis section. After,the population has been
defined and all students who "fit" the definition are identified, some
random sampling procedures should be applied. Possibilities include using
a table of random numbers, having the computer select a sample or using-the
systematic random sampling method. The systematic random-sample involves
selection of every Nth student from a listing of the total population
(every third student, for example, if you want a sample of 300 from a
population of 900). Be sure the first student name is randomly drawn;
For the above example, place ie lumbers one, two and three on slips of
paper and have someone draw out a slip. Begin the process with the student
selected in this manner, then simply count off and use every third name.

The questionnaire is then mailed to the selected students, along with _a
cover letter explaining the purpose and intended uses of the survey. In

most cases, a second mailing shOuld also be conducted to increase survey
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response rates._ The follow-up mailing:may be sent to all students included
in the initial mailing, with the instruction to- disregard the second
request if they have already returned a_questionnaire. A less_expensive
and more reliable methOd is to code the questionnaires or the return
envelopes prior to the first_ mailing. As_questionnaires are returned, the
.tudent addresses which match the returned code numbers can be eliminated
from a second mailing. Sample cover letters for both the initial and
follow-up mailings are included in this section.

Do not forget to include some form of prepaid envelope. You may pre-stamp
the return envelopes or use a postal permit number (business reply). If
your institution already has a prepaid postage account, using it may be
less expensive than pre-stamping the return envelopes. The prepaid permit
costs a few more cents_per letter, but you pay only for those question-
naires which are actually returned. The institution might also consider
additional incentives for the respondent, such as including a pencil with
the college name on it, a quarter, or some other inducement.

2. Inclass distribution -- This method of administering the question-
naire is less costly and produces higher return rates than the mailed
method. It does not, however, allow for the finer selection of question-
naire recipients possible through the mailed method. Another disadvantage
is the necessity of interrupting classes and obtaining instructor coopera-
tion.

A sample set of instructions for instructors to use is included in thit
section. These should be modified as appropriate and used to obtain a
higher degree of consistency across all the sections in which question-
naires are distributed. Note again that questionnaires from students who
are enrolled in occupational programs may be sorted from those enrolled in
transfer programs. The student questionnaire includes a space to identify
the course. To be sure that this is possible, give the instructor an
envelope in which to return the questionnaire which is clearly marked with
the name of the course and section number.

As with the mailed method, the researcher will need to define tha popula-_
tion for the survey. In this case, class sections become the unit of
analysis, rather than students, and the population is defined in terms of
class sections. Depending upon institutional needs, the population may be
defined as all sections of a given course, a given discipline or set of
disciplines, or all general education courses.

If a large number of sections compri'e the population, sampling may be in
order. The number of sections you sample will depend upon the total number
of sections and average section enrollments. A sample size chart is

included in the analysis section. Sections should be sampled as randomly
as possible. An easy method is to place the section numbers for the entire
population in a-box and then draw out the needed number of sections. This
ensures that each section has an equal chance of being chosen.

The questionnaire, sample cover letters, add instructions for in-class dittri-
bution follow.

5d
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR IN-CLASS DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please read the following instructions to your class before handing out the stu-
dent questionnaire. Use either 2a. or 2b. as circled.

I; Central Community College is in the process of evaluating
We need student input in order to have a complete picture of the strengths
and problems in this area.

2a. Even though you may not be majoring in this area, we still want you to fill
out a questionnaire.

2b. If you are enrolled in an occupational program and intend to obtain a cer-
tificate or associate of applied science degree, you should not fill out
the questionniare. DO fill one out if you plan to transfer or obtain an
associate of arts or associate of science degree.

3. Be sure to answer each question. You will see spaces for "don't know" and
"not applicable" answers on the second and third pages.\

4. Feel free to write in any comments or suggestions you have.

5. You will not be identified -- there is no need to put your name on the
questionnaire.

Distribute questionnaires and pick them up upon completion.



SAMPLE COVER LETTER FOR. MAILED STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(College Letterhead)

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

We need your help. Central Community College is in the process of reviewing
. Part of this rciiew process includes obtaining in-

formation from our students about this area. -

PLEASE take a few minutes and complete the encloSed questionnaire. A prepaid

envelope is provided for your return.

We believe_that StudeeitS are a Very_ important_part of the review: Your honest

answers will help us make improvements and identify strong areas.

You will not be individually identified in any report, or to any faculty member.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

(President or Dean)
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SAMPLE FOLLOW-UP LETTER FOR MAILED STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(College Letterhead)

(Date)

(Inside Address)

Dear

About two weeks ago you should. have received a copy of the enclosed qUestion-
naire. We really do want and need your input. If you have not already com-
pleted the questionna!re, PLEASE take the time to do so.

A prepaid envelope is provided for yoUr convenience. If you have already com-
pleted a questionnaire, please do not fill out this one.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

(President or Dean)
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GENERAL EDUCATION/ARTS AND SCIENCE
STUDENT SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS: Please answer each question as accurately as you can. Place an "X" in the appropriate
box or write in your answer, where needed. Mark only one answer for each question!

1. Course-

2. Are you: i Male 2 Female

3. How old are you: years Office Ute Only

4. Are you:
1 American Indian or. Alaskan Native 4 Hispanic
2 Asian or Pacific islander
3 Black; not of Hispanic origin

5. Are you enrolled in this course primarily
program):

1 Obtaining an Associate of Arts or Associate
of Science (transfer)

Major:

2 Obtaining transfer credits

\ Major

5 White, not of Hispanic origin

for (check one box and write in your major/

3 Meeting occupational program requirements

Occupational Program:

4 Other reasons:

6. How many credit hours have you completed at this college:
1 None this is my first class 4 31 to 45 credit hours

2 1 to 15 credit hours 5 46 to 60 ...redit hours

3 16 to 30 credit hours 6 over 60 credit hours

7. Check the highest level of schooling you have completed:
1 Less than high school 5 Four-year college graduate
2 High school graduate s Master's degree obtained
3 GED certificate 7 Ph.D., Ed.D., J.D., M.D., etc.

4 Community college graduate

8. How many classes are you taking this term:
1 One 2 Two 3 Three 4 Four

9. The times and days this course is scheduled are:
1 Satisfactory 2 Unsatisfactory I would prefer:

5 Five 6 Six or more

days time

OVER, Please CE /S.



COMPARE THIS COURSE TO OTHERS
YOU HAVE TAKEN IN TERMS OF:

10. Level of difficulty:

New vocebularY---
S. New theories

New_niath
Subject matter Colverea----

11. Amount of work assigned:

1__Readirigext)
Outside readings (library)--_
Written assignrnents

SPectai-larolects_______ _

1 . Course objectives:

Show you the relationship between
this course eAnd other courses in
your major program

Are focused on by the'instructOr to
keep you aware of_your-Priagre

13. The prerequisites for this course were

6,1

NEXT PAGE; Please

OMMENTS
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

NOTE
CHANGE

The instructor:
Knows the subject matter

-, - ,

Is available to provide help when you need it .

Provides instruction so it is interesting

Provides Instruction so it IS understandable

The contribution this course makes to my
nderstanding of my major/program is

The amount I learned from this course is

The degree toWhich this course stirtiu;
lates my interest in this subject matter is

The degree to which this type of course
helps me understand the world I live in is

The degree to which this type of course
encourages me to examine my personel
values is

The degree to which this type of course
leads me into new ways of thinking is

6

THANK YOU VERY MUCH GETS



Faculty Survey (AS/F)

The second component of this PREP section deals with gathering information

frOM faculty who teach general education Or arts and science courses. The

instrument which follows is designed to facilitate a self-study type of review.

Questions are structured according to the same topic areas as PROF: goals and

objectives, processes, and resources.

designed to gather faculty input on such dimensions

The goals and objectives portion is

as the existence, clarity,

use and implementation of goals and objectives within a discipline. The pro-

cesses section is designed to gather data about instructional methods and

suppatt services. The resources section measures availability and quality of

administration, paraprofessional and clerical assistance, classroom facilities,

instructional equipment, and so forth. Open-ended questions are alSo includerzt

for faculty to identify areas of strength and those in need of improvement.

The faculty questionnaires may be completed individually or by group con-

sensus. The college should consider using the same methods for administration

as are used for occupational faculty surveys. Selection of the faculty and

other professional staff memberS as questionnaire recipients will depend upon

the areas under review and the information needs of the institution. If more

than one faculty member will represent a selected discipline, course or depart-

ment, and group consensus is an option available for questionnaire completion, a

meeting to explain the study and their role in it is advised.

A sample cover memo to accompany individual faculty Questionnaires is

included in this section,' followed by the questionnaire.



-r ,SAMPLE COVER MEMC FOR FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE

CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
Interoffice Correspondence

TO: (faculty name)

FROM: (appropriate administrator)

SUBJECT: Review. of (department, discipline, etc.)

DATE:

As you may be ,aware, CCC is currently evaluating the (name of depart-

ment, discipline, etc.). We are using materials from the Program
RevieW Extension Procedures (PREP) manual to gather data from various
groups.

I consider faculty input to be a vital information_ component during
this review. Please take a few minutes and complete the' attached
questionnaire.

Return your response to by

The results of the evaluation process will be shared with you upon
ccmpletion.

Thank you for your continued support.

*****************************************A************************************

NOTE: If faculty elect to complete the, questionnaire by consensus, you may wish

to meet with them and discuss that process.

60
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ARTS AND SCIENCE
FACULTY SURVEY

-sc

Faculty Perceptions of Non=Occupational Courses and Departments-

This questionnairp is designed to be used in a self study process, as part of the initial data
gathering activity. It may be completed Individually or by group consensus. Appropriate
respondents include faculty providing_ instruction in liberal arts or general studies courses,
disciplines and departments. Also -appropriate may be articulation officers, instructional ad-

ministrators, or associated department staff such as counselors and lab supervisors.

INSTRUCTIONS: The following Remit measure your perceptions; there are no "right" or
"wrong" answers. Place an "X" In the column which you believe best
describes each item. For your assistance, the ratings should generally
describe:,

-EXCELLENT: You see this item as ideal, no need for improvement.

GOOD: This is a strong rating, With only slight:need for improve-
ment.

ACCEPTAB&E: You see this item as average; and have definite ideas for
improvement

BELOW EXPECTATIONS: This item should receive immediate attention.

POOR: This item 1S seriously inadequate.

Also given is a "Don't KnOW" Space, for those items about which you have insufficient Infor-
mation to form an opinion.

After each major section is a space for your comments and sr ggestions, which may help to
clarify your ratings or to elaborate on a problem or strength.

COURSE, DISCIPLINE OR DEPARTMENT:

PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN CONSENSUS EVALUATION, OR INDIVIDUAL RESPOIMING:

Name Title

6
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GOALS AisID OBJECTIVES

THE DEGREE TO WHICH:

.,

1. Department or discipline goals are clearly stated in
writing. .

.

6:.

2. Department or discipline goals are regularly revie'wed.

r
3. Written course objectives are availble. .

.,

4. Course objectives are distributed to students-at the
start of each:-course. t

--"

5:. Course objectives are used with students to monitor
their progress.

. .

.

6. Gradirig standards are consistently applied.

7. Course- content is current and contains recent re-
. search and theories;

I

8. Course content is systematically used to develop
cognitive skills.

9. In your- opinion; should academic standards be:
Strengthened Continued as they are- Lowered

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS ON QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 9:

OVER AI



PROCESSES

THE DEGREE TO WHICH:

10; Instructional methods respond to individual student
interests, learning styles, and abilities.

I I I I

11; Support services (tutors, counselors, testing) for the
socioeconomically or academically disadvantaged
meet needs.

12. Support services for the p y,., .ily handicapped
meet needs.

13. Support services work in cooperation with general
education/liberal arts faculty.

14. Program and course advisement is provided by facul-
ty or other qualified personnel.

15. Registration procedures fatilitate course selection
and sequencing.

16; CourSe content and organization are regularly
reviewed with four-year colleges, for articulation pur-
poses.

.,.

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS ON QUESTIONS 10 THROUGH 16:

6,1

NEXT PAGE AS/F.



RESOURCES

HE DEGREE TO WHliCILI

17. Responsibility and authority for administration of in-
structional activities are Clearly defined.

18. Persons responsible for administering this area sup-
port faculty and other staff.

19. Instructors maintain teaching competence.

20. Professional development activities meet needs.

21. Paraprofessionals (aides; tutors) provide effective
Support to this area. /

22. Clerical assistance meets your needs.

23. Classrbom facilities meet acceptable standards.

24. Computer resources support instruction.

25. Instructional equipment is functional and current.

26. Instructional materials (charts; films; maps; etc.) are
available and of acceptable quality.

27. Students have requisite skills to function in this area.

OVER



COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS ON QUESTIONS 17 THROUGH 27:

28. What do you see as the major strengths of your discipline /department:

29. What are the major needs for improvement in your discipline/department, and what
are your suggestions for meeting these needs:

7

THANK YOU VERY MUCH AS /F



Additional Data Sources

As noted in the introductory statement for this section, a variety of data

sources may be pertinent to a review of genr-al education or arts and science

courses and departments. The two questionnaires in this PREP section were

developed in order to meet information needs not elsewhere available. There

are, however, a number of data sources which may be regularly available at your

college.

This component of Section Tr includes suggestions for utilizing such ad-

ditional sources of information as student follow-up studies, internal records,

and data from four-year transfer institutions. Again, it is entirely up to the

discretion of each community college to determi which of these sources may be

beneficial in meeting institutional needs. Obviousl:!,. exlzting information rep-

resents a tremendous resource in any type of self-study and should be considered

for inclusion.

Student Follow-4o Studies: Mos communit; colleges conduct student follOW-

up studies in order to meet State and Fuleral reporting requirements. While the

reporting information is directed toward occupational students, the surveys can

also be (and usually are) mailed to all graduates or all non-returning students.

Such questionnaires may be sorted by student curriculum or program. The

Michigan !.:..lent Information System (MiSIS), for example, includes data sorted

by Office of Education c.xle numbers. Usually, a community c-ollege will receive

individual data analyses for liberal arts, pre-education, pre-science, and

pre-engineering students, as well as the individual occupational programs.

Included in the MiSIS diodel are a non-returning student survey and graduate

surveys for one, three, and five years following graduation. Each of these con-

tains pertinent information about transfer activities and problems, current

employment status, and satisfaction with various college services. AlSo covered
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are the student's reasons for attending the community college and whether or not

their objectives were met.

Another possibility for a student survey is to design a survey specifically

for transfer students. Several Michigan community colleges have conducted this

type of survey. A sample questionnaire from Lansing Community College is

included in the appendix.

InternaT college records: Existing data can sometimes meet information

neeus in such areas as.student performance and number of transfers to other in-

stitutions. If records are kept of the requests for transcripts from the com-

munity college for transfer purposes, these can be reviewed to discover the num-

ber of students and four-year schools involved, the curriculum these students

were enrolled in at your college, w,ci grade point averages on an individual or

cumulative basis.

The comparative grade poirvt averages, credit hours attempted and earned,

academic skills/knowedge tests, anU 33 fortn of students enrolled in transfer

programs can be analyzed to discover potential problem areas. You might wish to

address such variables as enrollment trends in various transfer programs, grade

distributions in lit:-al arts compareu to occupational disciplines, faculty

qualifications and le.gto of service in different disciplines, and cost per

credit hour or per student by department or discipline. These items and many

others may be addressed through existing institutional records and would serve

to supplement the perceptual information gathered through PREP surveys and other

surveys. Often, initial identification of strennths and problems is made

through routine data review with more in-depth eve liation such as surveys stem-

ming from those initial "flags".
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Transfer institution data: Several four-year colleges and universities

regularly supply community colleges with information regarding students nave

transferred from the community college. Unfortunately, these data are not stan-

dard from every four-year institution. For example, Lake Superior State College

provides names, class levels, and new or returning status'. Central Michigan

University provides name, class level, and number of males and females. Western

Michigan University provides name, hours attempted and hours passed, cumulative

GPA, curriculum; major; and high school. Michigan State University provides all

of these along with the number of transfer credits and the last SthoOl attended

prior to MSU but only for students who apply, not for currently enrolled

Such reports are usually sent to the student services area of your insti

tution If your students generally transfer to one nearby four-year institution,

it may be possible to work out an arrangement for you to receive or collect

additional data. LaWS and regulations regarding pri,lcy do limit the amount and

specificity of data most schools will release without consent of the student.

Articulation officers can often provide information which may be more

difficult to quantify but which can be valuable as a subjective judgement. If

you are evaluating specific transfer programs, contact the articulation officer

or associated faculty members for feedback they may have received from transfer

institutions.
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SECTION IV: DATA ANALYSIS

After questionnaires have been distributed, completed and collected, they

are ready for analysis. There are two optthns for analyzing the data: manual-

ly and with the assistance of a computer. Hand tabulations and calculations can

be more efficient than using a computer in instances where the number of ques-

tionnaires to be tabulated is quite small, perhaps under 50. Using computerized

data processing is generally more effective with large numbers of returns.

The firtt part f this section deals with procedures you may wish to follow

when analyzing data manually. It may also be helpful, however, to review the'

various analysis possibilities even if you will utilize a computer in order to

determine what types of data configurations are needed for your purposes. This

portion of the PREP Manual, as with other sections, assumes that the user is a

fledgling .esearcher rather than a survey research specialist. For this reason

the procedures suggested begin at a basic level of understanding, and progreis

to somewhat more sophisticat2d procedures:

CONSIDER FIRST:

1. Plan for the data analysis before distributing questionnaires. If you

plan to use a computer facility, discuss your needs with the data pro-
cessing personnel before questionnaires are printed.

2. Keep accurate records Of_how many questionnaires-were distributed, h6ri
many were returned, and how many were lot deliverable

Consider the uses of code numbers or color-coded questionnaires if
you will want to have the capability to do such things as mailed
follow-ups, distinguish among various courses or sections, tabulate
data from part-time and full-time faculty individually, and so forth.
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4. Review the questionnaires, cover letters, and instructions. Any of A.

the materials included in this manual can be altered to provide the
best "fit" for your college and its needs.

5. Be sure that the purpose, jntended uses, and responsibilities for the
study are understood by all pertinent administrators and faculty.

In ShOfti plan carefully. The final product will be more Valuable and the

process will uncover fewer surprises.

4

MANUAL ANALYSIS

Tallies -- Closed-Response Items'

The majority of questions in the PREP questionnaires are "closed-response'

in nature. The respondent has a set group of categories from which to choose.

The other type of response found in PREP questions is "open-ended", in which

respondents write in their own answers with no predetermined categories.

Closed-respcise questions are the easiest to tabulate. The hand tabulation

of data consists of simply counting the number of responses (check marks), in

each possible response category. A tally sheet must be constructed for each

question. Such tallies may look like:

Question Categories Tally Total

2. Sex Male -190Thi 74/7174 /// /e
Female jL /1 / 2

Not given /

TOTAL RETURNS: 3a
Note that a category nor. listed on the questionnaire but certain-to be encoun-,

tered is "not given" or blanks. Include this category for every question.

Without it you will not be able to balance the totals in each category against

the total number of questionnaires returned. You will also need; for some
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questions, a category for those who check more than one response. PREP ques-

tions are designed for a single re0onse so that double responses can be tallied

as a "not given". If you wish to tally double responses, the total at the

bottom of your tally sheet will reflect the total number of responses '(count

each check mark as a response) rather than the total number of questionnaires

returned.

Another type of closed-response question involves ranking, e.g., froM

excer.ent to poor or always to never. Again, responses are tallied within each

rank category for each question. An example of this type of tally'is:

Question
Far too Not About Too Far too Don't Not__

little enou h _right much much know applicable blank TOTAL

new vocab. "I

3

14-1- III - 1

7

fof- HI
4Fff-

13

1 i

21

//// 1/

a 32

new
theories

It

2

-141-1-1,04-
444P. III

i8

4*/-

11/

.8 /
//

2. ED
32

new math .

o
ni

3 5
If
2

hi/
41

?WO- AW-
OW /

1/

subject
matter
covered

r1

2.

4+11

7

OH-
Mpc

/0

///

3

./

/ 6 //, .

//

21
3 2.

Again, the totals at the far r;ght should be the same as the total number of

questionnaires returned.

Tallies -- Open Ended Responses-

The other kind of question found in PREP questionnaires is open -ended and

the respondent must write in an answer. These questions are not as amenable to

tabulation and must be dealt with differently than closed-response items.
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Most experience shows that hand-written responses to quesr.ic may be

effectively presented if presented verbatim (correcting for spelling if you

wish) in a typed format with clear indication of where one response enas and

another begins. By doing this you will have all the responses to a given

question together, rather than having to flip through all the questionnaires.

No information is loSt and those who will use the research findings can examine

for themselves all comments and suggestions. Also, a:;' ..nity is preserved for

the respondents. A straightforward way to present verbatim responses is:

Question: What would you identify as the major strength of your discipline?

1.

3.

We are fortunate to have an excellent faculty who keep up with new develop-
ment in their fields and truly serve the needs of students;

a) faculty, b) good relations with MSU, c) support from administration

The concentration On theory helps students integrate this discipline with
their various majors, and also prepares them for transfer work.

After responses have been arrayed for the open-ended questions it might

be useful to categorize the comments along various dimensions. For example,

positive versus negative comments could form a dichotomized tabulation. More

sophisticated categories might be useful, after reviewing the individual

responses to determine suitable areas. An example of categorizing open-ended

responses is:

Question: What one suggestion would you make for improving the supportive rela-
tionship between, general education and this occupational program?

Categories

More formal communication

More program planning coordination

None needed

Other miscellaneous

Blanks

TOTAL RETURNS:

Tally

-75V //

////

Total

7

3
// a
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talculating_Rarcentages

After tallies are completed for the response categories and they all, iadd

:4", calculating percentages can be a simple method to summarize the data; In

order to calculate a percentage, divide the number of responses in each response

category by the total number of resppnses to that question. For example, if 15

respondents indicated they are males and there are a_ total of "50 responSes, 15

divided by 50 is 0.3 or 30%.

If you plan to calculate percentages it is helpful to set up'the,-tally

sheets accordingly. Using our-earlier example of sex, it could be structured:

Question Catvgior4e,s Tally

2. Sex Males

Total Percentage

17W 1711-/- /1/ /8 5 6. 2

Females

Not given

-717W -II-it // /2 3715
ntl

1/

TOTAL RETURNS:

A word of caution: when dealing with a total number of responses under 50 (such

as this example) present the numbers involved as well as the percentages in any

report. Percentages can be misleading, when small numbers are involved. tOr

example, it will be tempting to state that 50% of the respondents rated instruc-

tion as excellent. But if you have only 4 returns the more honest statement is

that two of the four' respondents rated instruction as excellen..

Usually, but especially for the ranked response questions;(excellent to

poor, for example), it is more accurate,to compute .percentages. only for the



ranked rOsp eq. In other words eliminate any blanks, don't know, and not

(:.onses prior to calculating percentages: A tally sheet with per-

centager. tar one of these items might then look like:

Question: The amount I learned from this course is

Responses

Poor

Below Egpect.

:Acceptable

Good

\

Excellent

SUBTOTAL:

Tally Total. Percentage

/// 3 41.e)

-AY- / 4; 9,7

iwYLYwof 4,4A / /6 2. 5, 8

w/t-161/ H744 .7W/ ern' 17 2 7 113 . 6

#/i-- /6 16. I
4Z -141040-0_

Don't Know

Not lApplic.

Blanks ///
\TOTAL RESPONSES:

./6. 5
Note.that the percentages are based on a divisor of 62 not 68. A statement

summarizing this set of responses, might say: "Of the 62 students who rated the

amount \they learned from the course, 59.7% rated it as g,,od or excellent".

Including responses such as "don't know" and blankS can skew the rating distri-

bution and thus produce misleading figures and interpretations. On many

occasions, however, we do want to know how many people "don't know" about a

particular area as it indicates the amount of communication work to be done.

In this case, one could state that'2 (2A%) of the total respondents did not

know how to rate the amount they learned from the course.

Calculating_The Average Response

The anithmatiC mean, or average, is often a useful device for summarizing

survey data. For PREP questionnaires, the mean is
98
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ranked response quest ions (excellent to poor, or always to never). The mean may

.also be ,appropriate for age or other numerically defined response sets. Means

should NOT be employed for responses of a nominal mathematical relationship)

nature such as program major, sex, preferred location, etc.

In order to calculate a mean, multiply the number of responses in each

/-response category by the value associated with that response. Then sum these

"scores" and divide by the total number of responses; Again, eliminate any

blanks; "don't know" and "not applicable" responses before calculating the mean.

To take our example frOM the preceeding page, we would assign "excellent" 1-

the value of 5, "goOd" the value of 4, "acceptable" the value of-3; et; Then

multiply the number of "excellent" responses by 5; the number of "good" respon-

ses by 4, and so forth: These summed scores are then divided by the tota4 62,

to produce an average rating of 3,56 about half way between an acceptable and

good rating The mean ratings can then be compared across each ranked response

question to identify the higher an lower ranked areas.

Response Value Total Responses Value
_

Poor 1 3
/2

Below Exp 2

Acceptable 3

Good 4
/08

EXCdllent 5 /6
z2_/

Total

2Z x.56

Using an average rating for comparisons between different respondent groups can

also be quite useful. For example; you might wish to\calculate the average non-,

occupational student ratings and the average occupational student ratings --then

compare the two to discover differences in perceptions.
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Aqe: The other area in which mostanalyss will find a mean helpful is for

the average age. On th, questionnaires (..-tudent) which request age, note that'

two response areas are given. One is actua ...ge in years which is filled out by

the; respondent. The other is a COGJ pox which can be used for summarizing the

age groups into Acategorjes and perhaps coding for computerized input. A mean

age, as for the ranked response questions; would be calculated by multiplying

the number of responses in each category (in this case each age) by the

category, humming the "scores" and dividing by the total number of responses:

-AGE

17

18

19

20

22

23

27

35

56

fotal_Respontes Age X Total

a- 34
v6 1 80
Z4 1 /8

..3 4

2 8.--q

/ 3 .5

6 Z. /I Z

In this example, the-: average age is 1,275 (sum of scores) divided by 62 (total

number of respondents) or 20.6 years old.

Med4anand_mode: Two other statistics which can be helpful for items such

ascage and ranked response questions are .the median and the mode. The mode it' .

simply the response category which has the highestnumber of responses. In our

age example the mode is 19 because this age category has ,awest number of

responses (22 responses). So we know that even though the average age. is over

20 years old, the largest single age category is 19 years old, Similarly, look-

ing at the preceeding example which calculates the mean rating, we notethat the

most commonlY'chosen response was "good" even though the average rating was

somewhat below "good". ti



Another statistic, the median, sheds additional light on findings. The

median represents that point at which half of the responses fall below and h..lf

fall above. It is calculated by adding one (1) to the total number of res-

ponses, and dividing by 2; then counting up to that point to find the median.

In our age example, we would have 62 + 1 = 63, diVided by 2 = 31.5. ThiS

observation; the point between the 31st and 32nd age; is in the 19 year old age

group. So the median age is 19.

In a report which includes age one could state: "The average student age

was 20.6 years and the largest age group was 19: About 55% of the studentS were

19 or younger."

Crosstabulations

A further type of analysis involves tabulating the nur-Jer of responses,

percentages of responses; means and so forth for more than one set of respon-

dents: For example; you may wish to know the number of part-time faculty who

rated an item as "excellent" compared to the number of full-time faculty who

rated that same item aJ "excellent" or. the differences in perceptions between

older and younger students or the differences in satisfaction from indUStry

community service users when compared to public agency users.

When preparing the tabulations by hand; one easy method to obtain these

crosstabulations is by simply sorting the questionnaires into different piles

according to the groups you wish to compare (for example, all respondents under

age 25 in one pile, all over age 25 into another pile) Then prepare the tally

sheets and other statistics for each group and c - are the results Of course;

you may wish to compare different sets of responses on only a few questions

rather than the er'!-Are questionnaire.
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To display findings from crosstabulations, use a ta0e:

T

Question: The degree to which this type of course leads- me ir ways
is:

Occupational Students Non - Occupational Students

of thinking

Response _k_ :t N t

(5) Exn,?ilent 25 28A. 56 53.9

(4) Good 30 33.7 20 19.2

(3) Acceptable 25 28;-1 15 14.4

(2) Below ExpectatHn8 2 2.2 13 12.5

(1) Poor 7 7.9 0 0.0

TOTALS 89 100.0 104 100.0

Mean occupational rating = 3.72 Mean non-occupational rating = 4.14

In this exampl on may conclUde that non-occu tional students are more satis-

fied with the i
-;

Aan aro Occupational stud

NOTE: This procedure must be employed when using the General Eduction/

Liberal Arts Student Su ey, if your purpose in conduLl.ing the survey ,s to

obtain occupational students' impressions of their required general education

coursework, AND if than survey is distributed to all students in the general

education courses rather than to occupational students only. Question 5 of that

survey allows the separation of occupational and non-occupational stude

questionnaire re-curns.

As noted at the beginning of this section a possibility for identifying

subpopulations, without adding additional questions, is to color-code the

questionnaires. For example, one could give full-time and part-time faculty

different colors. Questionnaires handed'oU in courses from various disciplines

could be color-coded by discipline. Again, plan for the analysis before the

questionnaires are printed.
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COMPUTERIZED ANALYS1)

Programming Developed for PREP

A computer program for use in analyzing the data from PREP questionnaires

was developed as part of the project. Michigan community colleges who are

interested in using this program should contact Kalamazoo Valley Community

College;

The PREP questionnaire analysis program provides for:

1. Frequency counts (tallies) of all closed-response items:
2. Percentages of the responses to each question tallied;
3. The mean response, for appropriate questions;
4. Crosstabulations of desired questions;

The PREP researcher who desires to use tilis programming should contact the

project director before adding or changing questions on a giv3n questionnaire.

There are limits on the number of input codes; and on the use of "College Use

Only" code boxes.

the PREP cf,Aputerized analysis is used; the researcher will need to:

1. Compile information from all open-ended response questionS.
2. Specify which questions are to be Crosstabulated.
3. Exercise quality control over the questionnaires can the data entry

operator clear4 identify -the appropriate entry codes?
4. Place a four-digit identification number on each questionniare, 0001

through 9999, in -the upper right hand corner of the first page.
Complete coding fog any "College Use Only" code boxes.

"Collng,i Use Only" code boxes are found on the General Education/Liberal Arts

Student Questionnaire and on the Continuing Education and Community Service

Student Survey. Both of these surveys have a code box for age. This code box

must be_filled in if the computer program developed for PREP is used. Use the

following codes for age groupings:
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Ages Code

19 and under

20 24 2

25 29 3

30 34 4

35 44

45 54 6

55 64 7

65 and fh:cr 8

BLANKS 9

The other "College Use Only" code box iS found in the Contin.ing Education and

Community Service Student Survey for indicating an occupational code. This

code box was included for the convenience of the researcher but will not be

r the computerized analysis developed through the PREP project

Other Computer Programs

The PREP questionnaires were designed so that they may be used with any

general purpose statistical programs, such as the Statistical Package for the

Social Scienre,7 (SPSS). If your .college s.y services avai able which

use FORTRAN or BASIC compute-d- languages, programming for PREP should be another

viable procedure.

Several Michigan community colleges have access to computer. facilities at

Oth0' institutions. This would.be an avenue to pursue as well.

Use of PREP does not dictate computerized analysis but that option is worth

pursuing if large numbers of questionnaires' are anticipated. Again, be sure to

investigate available forms of computer assistance before any questionnaires are

printed.
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SAMPLING

Sampling procedures are discusse where appropriate in Sections I, II and

III of this ManUal. It is again suggested that the novice researcher cOnck!lt

with someone knowledgeable if sampling is considered. A social science faculty

member would be a likely source of information.

ad un the next page is a table for selecting appropriate sample

sizea After defining the population to be surveyed, count or estimate the

total number in the population and locate the number closest to the population

Site on the left hand side of the table. Possible sample sizes are located in

the adjoining columns. The further you go to the right in selecting a sample

size, the less the degree of accuracy you may expect; In general; you should

choose a sample size which will provide between a 1% and 5% degree of acc

If questionnaires are mailed, take into consideration that return rates will

range ..inywh2re from 20% to 90%, depending upon the population being surveyed,

their of personal interest, the follow-up activities.

8?
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TABLE FOR SELECTING SAMPLE SIZE

DEGREE OF ACCURACY EXPRESSED AS A PERCENT

POPULATION +19. int ±.4% i5% +67 +7% +8% +9% ±10

SAMPLE SIZE

100 99
150 148
200 196
250 244
300 291

350 338
400 385
450 430
500 476
600 565
700 653
800 739
900 823

'000 906
12.X 1067
1400 1222
1600 1372
1800 1516
2000 1656
2500 1984
3000 2286
L'500 2566
.000 2824
4 C1 3065
501.1
60C^ 3693
7000 4049
8000 4 4365
9000 4647

10000 4900
1500 5855

10000 5489
25003 6939

The above table is hosed upon the formula listed belOW at published in "Small Sample Techniques:
The NEA Research Bulletin, Vol. 38, December, 1960. Pages 99-104.

s = X2NP(1 --=. Pi = d2(N 1) + X P(1 P).

s = required sample size.

X2= the table value of chi-square for 1 degree of freedom at the detired confidence level (3.841).

-N = the population size.

97 92 86 80 73 67 61 55 49.
142 132 121 108 97 85 78 67 59

185 169 151 132 115 99 86 75 65

227 203 177 152 130 110 94 81 70

267 235 201 169 142 119 101 85 73

306 264 222 184 152 128 106 89 76

343 : 291 -241 196 161 132 110 92 78

379 317 258 208 168 137 113 94 en

414 341 273 218 174 141 116 96 81

481 385 301 235 185 14E 121 100 83

542 423 324 249 194 , '54 124 102 85

601 458 343 260 201 158 127 104 86

655 489 361 270 206 161 129 105 '87
706 517 376 278 .11 164 131 106 88

801 565 401 292 219 169 134 108 89

885 606 421 302 225 112 136 110 90

961 641 437 310 229 175 138 111 91

1029 670 451 117 233 177 139 112 92
1092 696 462 323 236 179 140 112 92

1225 748 485 333 242 182 142 114 9
1334 788 501 341 245 184 143 115 94

1425 818 513 347 248 188 144 115 94

1501 843 522 351 251 187 145 116 94

1566 863 530 354 252 188 146 116 95

1623 880 536 357 254 189 146 115 95

1715 906 546 362 256 190 147 117 95

1788 926 553 365 257 I 191 147 117 95

1847 942 559 367 259 192 148 117 35

1896 954 563 369 260 192 148 118 96

1337 965 567 260 193 148 112 96

2070 997 i6 ,-.,6 2:', 194 149 118 96

2144 1014
L1,4 _, IN__-r

377 _I
264
264 195

195
149
150

118
119 96

96

2191 1

P = the population proportion (assumed to be '.50 since this would provide the maximum temple
size).

d = the degree of accuracy,expressed as a proportion (p(.;7ientage).
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PRESENTING THE FINDINGS

Whether you tabulate the data by hand, or have the assistance of a com-

puter, your analysis of the information you have collected should be accurate,

straightforward in its presentation, and as unbiased by any personal feelings as

possible. If this is a new endeavor for you, you might consider asking a fa-

culty member or other staff member accustomed to analyzing and presenting data

to review your findings and make suggestions. IF you prepare a written report

for distribution, proofread it carkel-ully. Thu veracity of research findings, or

the perceived veracity, will certainly influenci- the degree to which your report

is considered in deci,io,1 making. A few check points for the beginner are:

1. Is the report written well and attractively presented?
2. Will the person who is not familiar with the research understand its

purpose, the data collection_methods which were used and why they were
used, the data and other information collected, and your conclusions?

3. Have all conclusions been uased entirely upon the findings, and can
the reader readily see that this is true?

4. Do all the tables or other data displays balance to the same
or include an explanation as to why they do not?

5. Are you prepared to answer questions about not only what is
in z written report, but also about any more detailed inforwatirs
which the reported findings are bac.,d?

6. Does yoL- report avoid identification of any specific individuals,
,hether questionnaire respondents or other parties, except in such in-
stances which make a, necessary contribution to the project AND in
which respondents were not led to believe they would be anonymous?

Many Michigan community colleges have staff members specifically trained to

conduct'research projects and compile-reports. For those who do not have this

type of staff member, a possibility for reducing time, effort and "re-inventing

the wheel" is to contact the research officer at another institution and perhaps

obtain sample reports of similar projects.

FrOm one researcher to another, may your purpose be knowledge, your samp-

ling be randoM, your data be clean, your conclusions be clear and your report

be read!
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Michigan Community Colleges

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

COLLEGE---

INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS

On the following pages you are asked to give your perceptions of your occupational program (such as
registered nursing. q .,tomotive technology, secretarial Science). The items_you are asked to rate are grouped
into the major cornp ,:,:ents of the Program Review in Occupational Education (PROE)system; namely:

Goals and Objectives
Processes
Resources

Rate each item by checking your best judgment on a five point_ scale ranging from poor to excellent, Only
check one_ answer per item. A "Don't Know" column has been provided in the event you really don't have
sufficient infOrMation to rate an item. Space has been provided for you to note comments that may help to
clarify your ratingS or to indicate modifications of a standard to make it more relevant for your program.

Criteria for excellent and poor ratings are provided for each item. Excellent represents a nearly ideel.qr
exemplary situation; poor one of serious inadequacy. As a guide, ratings may be made with the following in
mind:

EXCELLENT means ideal, top 5 to 10%
GOOD is a strong rating, top 1/3rd
ACCEPTABLE-is average, the middle lt3rd
BELOW EXPECTATIONS is only fair, bOt'.;-ri 1/3rd
POOR is seriously inadequate, bottom 5 to 10%

This form may be completed as a consensus evaluation by the princi0:.,: .1.erSons involved with a specific
cccupational program. Examples of such persons woUtd be irittlictorS, deprirtmenz or division chairper-
sons, program coordinators; and adthinistrators such as occupational dean. If preferred, respondents may
complete individual forms.

To help with tabulation of responses, please provide the information requested below befo,e completing
your rating.

PROGRAM TITLE USOE CODE #_

PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN CONSENSUS EVAL I IATION OR INDIViDUAL COMPLETING "i i;S Fr1R:

Name Title

Thanks for your cooperation!



MOE'
Michigan Corn .rhunity Colleges

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

COMMENTS
(Please note explanatory
remark's or needs for im-
provement)

1

,.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
1. Participation in Development of College

Occupational Education Program. Plan .

ExcellentAdministratOrs and/brother supervisory perst_inel

.

involved in developing and revising the college plan for this
occupational program seek and respond to faculty; student
and community input._ ;

pwr--DevelOpment of the plan for this program is basically
the wr k of one or two persons in the college.

2. Program Goals .

faraawil----Written goals for this program state realistic
outcomes (such As planned enrollments, completions, place-
ments) and are used as one measure of program .

effectiveness.
PoorNo written goals exist for this program.

3. Course Objectives .

ExcellentWritten measurable objectives have been devel-
oped fbr all occupational courses in this program and are
used to plan and organiie instruction.
Poor No written objectives have been developed for courses
in this program:

4. ConipPtency Based Performance Objectives
Excellent Competency based performance objectives are
on file in writing; consistent with employment standards;
and tell students what to expect and help faculty pace
instruction. ,

PoorCornpetency based performance objectives have not
been developed for courses in this pr"gram.

5. Use of Competency Based Performance
Objectives , .

Excellent Competency based performance objectives arp
distributed to students and used to assess student progress.
PoorCompetency based performance objectives are not
used with students for progress evaluation nor are students
aware that they exist. ,

6. Use of Information on Labor Market Nee..!.t> 6
Excellen tCurront data on labor market needs and c. -Sing

.

t

trends in job openings are systematically used in developing
2:7.; evaluating this program. .

ixLabor market data is not used in planniagor
evaluation.

7; Use of Information on Job 'Thrformance
RT;:quirement::,
-fx-c-fJierif,--CurrPoi. data on job performance reauirements
...6 tre5,is are systematically used in developing and evaluat-

ii..,-, pt.'s courses.s program and !ontent of its . ..
:--Job pr74forrnance requirements

.,

information has not
'1=2...f. 7! coilecteu for use in plAnnir g and evaluatipg.

,,.......

_

,

..



PROE
Michigan Community Colleges
FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

OMMENTS
ease notE explanatory

rertarkS or needs for im-
provement)

1

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES (Continued)

8. 1.'^e of Profession/Inch istry Standards 8
L -,,,cellehtProfession/indu 4 standards (such as licensing;

,

certifi6ation, accreditation) -, consistently used in planning
and evaluating this progran ) ' content of its courses.
airLittle or_no recogn" ',iven to specific profes-
sion/industry standards and evaluating this
program.

9. Use of Student Follow Up Information
f xceilen(,-Current follow-up data on completers and leavers
(students with marketable skills) are consistently and sys-

- tematically used in evaluating this program.
, azStudent follow-up information has not been collected

for use in evaluating this program.

PROCESSES
. - .

10. Adaptation of Instruction 10
Excellent Instruction in all courses required for this program

%'_
..,

,

recognizes and,,respondi to student interests,
Learning styles, skills; and abilities through a variety of
instructional methods (such as small group or individualized
instruction; laboratory or "hands on" experiences, open
entry/open exit, credit by examination):
222,f--Instructional approaches in this program do not con-
side, individual studentdifferences:

11. Reley..ance of Supportive Courses 11
far 1 Applicable s --%rtive coursesIsuch as anatomy
and : is'ology, technic. Mmunications; technical mathe-
matic.: -f a ' jse ly coordi, 'eft-with this program and are
kep i.:::vant -a program goals and current to the needs of
students.
Egm:,abocttive course content reflects nc planned ap-
proath to meeting needs of students in this program.

-

. -.

12; Coordination with Other Community Agencies 12
and Educational Programs,

Excellent Effective liaison is9iairitain'ed with other pro-

,

grams and educational agencies and institutions (such as
high schools; other community colleges, four year colleges,_
area vocational schools, proprietary schools, CETA) to assure
a coordinated approach and to avoid d-olication inmeeting
occupational needs of thb area or r m,,,unity: ,
Poor,College activities reflect a disinterest in coorciination
with other programs and agencies having impact on this
program.

13. Provision for Work aperience; Cooperative 13
.

Education or Clinical Experience
Exc-anent= Ample opport tni.ties a(e provided for related

.

- V

work experie;;ce, cooperative education; or experi-
ence for studentS in this program:-Student participation is
well coordinated with classroom instruction and
employer supervision:
1220_Few opportunities are provided in this_program for ,.

related work experience, cooperative education; or clinical
experience where such participation is feasible. 9



PROF
Michigan Community Colleges

FACULTY'PERCE.PTiONS OF

COMMENTS
(Please note explanatory
remarks Or needs for im-
provement)

PROCESSES (Continuid)

14. Program Availabilizy and Atcessibility 14
Brit -- Students and ikiential' students desiring enroll-
ment in this program are identified through recruitment
activities, treated equally in enrollment selection; and not
discouraged by unrealistic prerequisites. The program is
readily available and accessible at convenient times and
locations.
mgThi§_PrOgrarri is not available or accessible to most

students seeking enrollment. Discriminatory selectibn pro-
cedures are practiced.

__ .

.

15. Provision for the DisadVantaged 15
E`x-c-etienf--Uppbrt services are provided for disadvantaged

.,

,(such as socioeconomic, cultural, linguistic, academic)
stiideritS enrolled in this program; Services are coordi-
nated with occupational instruction and results are
assessed continuously: .

PoorNo support services are provided for disadvantaged
students enrolled in this program.

.

16. Provision for the FlandicaOped. _ ;16
-EicellentSupport services are r.,,:-.ideci for handicapped
(physical, mental, emotional, aiid ,1-01ii:r health impairing .

handicaps) students enrolled i I", Cliti nrogram. Facilities and
equipment adaptations are made as ieeded; Services and
facilities modifications are co7roiliated with occupational
instruction and ii.i.tuits.Jee a,9, ....,,..:: : ?i,inuously;
POor---=-Nn Support services or ta....i:-,;:r: a.-.: equipment 'T r)t i -

---.
,

.

-

, f ications are available for handica,- ,-, ,,.It-.1.tr, enr,I'e,, i.-.;

this program.
Lire

.

1M14...!.... a .

--
17; Efforts to Achieve Sex Equity 17

Exce nt-Emphasis is given-to elirninating sex bias and sex
stereo Mg in this program: staffing; student recruitment,
program advisement, and career counseling; acre- td and'
.acceptance in programs; selection of currtculz, --.cri,.;rials;

instruction; job development and placement:
POOf A I rii b t t ho attention is dire.'. ted toward achieving sex
equity in this program. ,

.

----.
18. Provision for Program Advisement 18

Excellent7Instructors or othar Oalified personnel advise
. students (day; evening; weekend) on program and course

selection, Registration procedures facilitate course selection"
and sequencing: 4. .

PoorInstructors make no provision for advising students do
course and -ogram selection.

-

19. Provision for Career Planning and,Guidance 19
ExcellentDa9_, evening and weekend students in this
program have-ready access tp career planning and, guidance, ..

- services. j ; . .,-
, -

Poor Little or no provision is made for career planning and
: ' gt=firiceservitels for students enrolled in this program. li

.,,,.....---r we



PRO E
Michigan community Co lieges.

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL_EDUCATION PROGRAMS

PROCESSES (Conti,nued)

20. Adequacy of Career Planning and Guidance
IldfaL----Instructors or other qualified personnel providing

career planning and guidance services have currenynd
relevant occupational knowledge and use a variety of re-
sources (such as printed materials, audiovisiia it, jOld

observation) to meet individual student career objectives.
PoorCareer planning and guidance services are ineffective
and staffed with personnel who have little occupational
knowledge:

,-Provition for Employability Information:
Exc,:gent--This-Program includes information which is valu-
able to students as employees (on such topics as employment
opportunities and future potential, starting salary; benefits;
responsihilities,and rights).
Poor Almost no emphasi placed on providing information
important to students as proyee.

COMMENTS
(Piease note explanatory
remarks or needs for im-
provement)

22. Placement Effectiveness for Students in this 22
Program
Excellent The college has an effectively'functioning system
for locating jobs'and coordinating placement for studentt in
this program.
PoorThe college has rtp system or an, ineffective system for
locating jobs and coordinatir Oacerrient for occupational
students enrolled in this program.

23. Student FollqW-up System
ExcellentSuccess and failure of program leavers and com-

.

pleters are assessed through': periodic follow-up studies.
,Information learn6d is made;available to instructors. stu-
dents; advisory committee members and others cOnc:rned
(such as counselors) and is Used to modify this program.
PoorNo effort is made to fiallow up former students of thiL-

_

P program.

24. Promotion.of this Occupational Program
Excellent An active and organized effort is made to inform
the public and its representatives (such as news media,
legislators, board, business tompunity) of hie importance of
providing effective and comOreh4nsive occupational educa-
tion, and specific training forithis occupation tolgain
community support. '

azThere is no organized public information effort for this
program:

RESOURCES
25. Provision for Leaderttlip and Coordination,

ExcellentResponsibility, authority, and accountability for
thiS program are clearly identified-and assigned. Administra-

effectiveness is achieved to pl,annin,r ,*anaging
evaluating this proiiratTl, :

Poor,There-are no clearly defin'ed lines of respoiitibil ify,
au tiorify, and accountability for this program:

I



PROE
Michigan Community Colleges

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS__

COMMENTS / ;
(Please note explanatory .- -

remarks or needs for irrII-
provement) ,

RESOURCES (Continued)
26. Qualifications of Administrators and/or..,

SPperVisors .9.

Excellent All persons responsible for directing and coordi-

occupa-

atio0 this
n, and

I

"

26

'

'''''

.

.

I

.__

n?t,iqg th.s program demonstrate a high level of administrative
ability. -hey are knowledgeable in and committed to
tionll ;:titg-ation.
Pose -- Persons responsible for directing and coordi
program haVe little administrativd traiqing, educati
experience. /

27. Instructional Staffing
Lmgr,&-- 1 h st r u c t 1 o na I staffing_for this program is sufficient
to permit optimum program effectiveness (such as through
enabling instructor tq meet individual student needs, pro-
viding liaison With dvisoty committees, and assisting
With placement aniV011ow-up activities).
,e221-,--Staffing is inadequate to meet the needs of this
progearr ..ffectiVely.:." ,

2 7

.

__,-

28. Qualificaiions of Instructional Staff
Excellent Instructors in this program have two or moreyers

in their
of

.

e mploy-

28

_

in relevant Ernploymept experience, have kept current
field. and nave developed and mafritained a high leiel

. -teaching competence.
Pc-or Few instructors in this program have_relevant
mar: exj:k:: ience or current competence in their field.

29. Professional Development Opportunities
E-xce/b9o-fThe college encourages and supports the

,.:

con-:
such
deVelep-

_ ,

29

,

.

.
.

tinuing professional development of faculty through
op_portunities as conference attendance; curriculum
ment, work experience. ,

--rhe college does not encourage or support professional
development of faculty.

30. Use of Instructional SuppOrt Staff
EicellentPaeapedfettibrialt (such as aides, laboratory
tants) are used when appropriate to provide classroom
students and to ensure Maximum effectiveness of instructors
irrtrre program. .

. .

PoorLittle use is made of instructional support staff

assis-
help to '
in this

30.

--program.

33: Use of Clerical SUpport Staff
ExcellentOffice and clerical assistance is available to

to
,

31

instructors in this program and used to ensure maiiii.iiirti
effectiveness of instructors: ----- ;

PoorLittle or no office and olericalassistance is available
instructors; ineffective US.1 is made of 6Ierical suppertstaff.

/

.

32. Adequacy and Availability of nstructionalr -aquipment. .

ExcVlentEquipment used on or o f campus for thisprogram

meet

in

32

.

..

.

is. ;Corea, representative of 'that us d -on jobs for which
students are being trained, and in sufficient supply to
the needs of students; . -

EmirEquipment for this program is outmoded and
insufficien't quantity to support quality instruction;



PROE
Michigan COmmunity Colleges

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS_

COMMENTS
(Please note explanatory
remarks or needs for im-
provement)

1

RESOURCES (Continued)
33. Maintenance and Safety of Instructional

Equipment
Excellent Equipment used for this program is operational,

33

safe; and well maintained:
E2uEquipment used for this program is often not operable
and is unsafe.

34. Adequacy of Instructional Facilities
v ExcellentInstructional facilities (excludingequip_ment)

34

meet the program objectives and_student needs, are func-
tional and provide maximum flexibility and safe working
conditions.
PoorFacilities for this program generally are restrictive,
disfunctional. or overcrowded.

35; Scheduling of Instructional Facilities
Excellent Scheduling of facilities and equipment for this

35

program is planned to maximize use and be consistent with
quality instruction.
PebtFacilities and equipment for this program are signifi-
candy under- or over-scheduled.

36; Adequacy and Availability of Instructional
Materials and Supplies
ExcellentInstructional materials and supplies are readily
available and in sufficient quantity to support quality
instruction.
PoorMaterials and supplies in this program arelimited in
amount; generally outdated; and lack relevance to program
and student needs.

37; Adequacy and Availability of Learning Resources
Excellentteaming resources for this program are available

37

and accessible to students, current and relevant to the
occupation; and selected to avoid sex bias and stereotyping.
PoorLearnin_g_ resources for this program are outdated,
limited in quantity; and lack relevance to the occupation.

38. Use of Advisory Committees
Excellent The advisory committee for this program is active

38

and representative of the occupation.
Pcibr-The adViSOry committee for this program is not
representative of the occupation and rarely meets.

39; Provisions in Current Operating Budget
ExcellentAdequate funds are allocated in the college

39

operating-budget to support achievement of approved pro-
gram objectives. Allocations are planned to consider
instructor budget knpUt.
PoorFunds provided are seriously inadequate in relation to
approved objectives for this program._

40; Provisions in Capital Outlay Budget for
Equipment
ExcellentFunds are allocated in a planned effort to provide

40

.

,;,
for needed new equipment and for equipment replacement
and repair; consistent with_the_objectives for this
program and based on instructor input.
PoorEquipment needs in this program are almost totally
unmet in the capital outlay budget. ,
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CbMMENTS
(Please note explanatory
remarks or needs for im-
provement)

ADDITIONAL
IDENTIFIED

STANDARDS

_.

BY COLLEGE
, ;141

APE P / 4",s
here or tIn
40/64'ktioaf ?ale

42. 42

,

43.

1

43

44.

,

44

.

45. 45



PROE
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FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Please answer the following: (Use back of page and extra Sheets. if nece 'nary).

1. What are the chief occupational education strengths of your program?

2. What are the major needs or improvement if. your program and what action is required to achieve these
improvements?

4

1

PLEASE IDENTIFY THE POSITION OF THE PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM AND THE OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM

(such as registered nursing, data processing).

.Cheek One: Program:

Division/Department Chair
Faculty
Counselor
Other, please specify:



1 LANSING COMMUNITY COLLEGE*
TRANSFER STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE

1. CHECK (X) the ONE category that best describes when you made the decision to transfer

to another "--nstitution.

1___when lanning program-as a new LCC student

2 toward the middle of my academic program
3 at the nd of my academic program

2. Had you ever planned' to transfer to a college other than your.present one?

3. CHECK (X) the ONE category that best describes why you decided to trantftr.

1 family relocation _

2 a change in educational goals

3 to complete a_four year program
alto attend an i- stitution away from home
5 other (please specify)

4. CHECK(X)_the ONE category that best describes the source that provided you with the

most guidance as you planned your academic program at LCC.

Yes No

1 an LCC counselor
2'- students /friends _

3 the turriculuM guide

4 planned my own program
5 other (please specify)

5. Please inditate with a CHECK (X) how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the

following statements concerning transfer studentt.

StrrigIS,
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree .

$trorily
Disavrwo

The_curritulUM guide was a valuable
tool when planning your program!'

LCC counselors seemed knowledgeable
about transfer requirements

Students should meet with LCC
counselors before transferring

Students _Should meet with represen-
tatives,from the 4 year college

!before transferring

Students shOdld visit the campus
:before transferring

6. Will you complete your baccalaureate degree within the time period you expected?

Yet No If no; why not?

7. 1 academic difficulties_
2 i loss of credits_in the transfer peocol
3__ poor curriculum planning
4 unrealistic expectations
5 financial considerations
6 other (please specify)"

j



Rate the preparation you received at LCC in eaeh of the following academic skill

areas by CIRCLING the NUMBER which best desCribes your response.

..

PREPARATION

excellent
above
average average

below
average poor

Reading skills 1 2 3 4 5

! Writing skills 1 2 3 4 5

-Speaking skills 1 2 3 4 5

Reasoning skills 1 2 ----3 '4 5

Study skills 1 2______3 4 c
..______

9; Many of the courses at LCC involve teaChing_methodsother than the lecture method.

Several of these non= traditional teaching methods are listed below. Rate each;

tea:hing methOd by CIRCLING the NUMBER which best describes your response. Where

appropriate CIRCLE NOT APPLICABLE (N/A).

TEACHING METHODS
AbOVE_ below

eitelleist average average average poor applicable

Natural Science A.V.T. Lab i 1 ____2_ 3 4 5 N/A

Psychology P.S.I. Lab 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Social Science Lab-Lounge 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Physl-cs Keller Plan 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Mathematics S.P.I. Lab 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Writing Lab 1 -2- 3 4- 5 N/A

Foreign Language Lab 1 2 3 4 5 N/A

10; This section -is concerned with instructional standards at LCC compared with

instructional standards at your present school._ Please indicate the degree of

diffiCulty AT YOUR PRESENT SCHOOL with a CHECK (X) fOr each of the fOlIowing:

PRESENT SCHOOL

Somewhat
WidiAicire _flare less- Much -Less

_Difficult Difficult Wie Difficult _DifflCult r

Grading standards
Il

The amount Of
reading_assigned

The-readini
assignmentS

Library assignments

ti



11. The items in this section are related to the goals of liberal arts_education

at LCC. For each item CIRCLE the NUMBER which indicates_the emphasis__ you
felt LCC PLACED on each goal and the emphasis you feel SHOULD HAVE BEEN PLACED
on each goal.

_ EMPHASIS_
ACTUALLY PLACED

1 -Strons Some
brchau, EmphasiS

the acadonic skills necess-
, 3 4oary for success in subse- 1 1 _

auent college work i

the tkillt and khL..41edge
directly related to your 1 2 3 4

-career or major
developing a broad general

2understanding of the_phy- 4 3 4

sical and social worldi

on understanding a
.specialized field of 1 2 3 4

-knowledge
the development of self-
;knoWledge and a sense 1 2 3 4

of personal identity

.values and morals

;on the scientific
;method and research 1 2

techniques

on an appreciation 1

i 1 2 3
of the arts

1

understanding of
:society's ills and
,alternative solutions

an understanding of
'thistory

an understanding of how
to form good relation-

1 2 3 a

1 2 3

3 4

:ships with others
ithe ability to be fluent
in spoken and written

!c
1-
tigliSh

the ability to critically
;evaluate the spoken and
;written words of others-

W
Emphmsis

5

5

2 4

2

advice and guidance in
;choosing a career

4

EMPHASIS
SHOUD _HAVE BEENPLACED

Some No
Emphasis Emphasis.

Straal_s

1

2 3

5

;5

5

5 1 2 3 4 5

5 I i 1 2 3 4 5

5 1 1 2

5
1

1 2 3 4 5

5

I-

1

5 j
t

1 2 3 4 5

5

5 1 2 3 4 5

12. If the tuition at LCC were as' high as tuition at most other colleges and universities
would you recommend that a frienikor relative attend LCC?

YeS NO WHY?



t

23. For each course listed below Oleate CHECK (X) whether ornot_your_interest in
related courses INCREASED or DID NOT INCREASE as a result of taking the course

at LCC._ If you did not take the course at LCC CHECK (X) NOT APPLICABLE (N/A).

In the second column please indicate whether or not you feel that the courses
listed below adequately prepared you for advanted courses. CHECK (X) NOT

APPLICABLE (N/A) where appropriate.

INTEREST INCREASED

YES , NO N/A

!NATURAL SCIENCE (Physical World-
Rocks_&_Stars-Livina World)
CHEMISTRY (Intro to Chem, Gen.Chem I
II, III=Org.Chem-Bio Chem)
BIOLOGY (Anatomy - Physiology- Micro-

PHYSICS (Non=Calculus; Calculus)

!COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY

i

;CALCULUS

LITERATURE (Intrd to Pbetty, Drama,
prose_4_AM. Lit)
ENGLISH (Short Story, Types of
Literature)_

WESTERN CIVILIZATION (Hum I, II; HO

HISTORY (Am Hitt, Mich History)

RELIGION (World Religion, Old Testa-1
- memo -,- -New Testament) !

PHILOSOPHY (Reasoning; Who Am I?;
iSelf & Society, Life Cosmos)

WRITING SEQUr10E (Composition).

READING
1_

SPEECH

!FOREIGN LANGUAGES (Sp-Fr)

PREPARATION

Not
Ade uate Adequate "/

ICREATIVE WRITING

;SOCIAL SCIENCE SEQUENCE (Social
Science I, II. III)

!GOVERNMENT (American, State; Local)

(PSYCHOLOGY

GEOGRAPHY-.




